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I was a fine piano teacher ... but

A POOR BUSINESSMAN
us

"1:1
averal
years ago I had reached a point in my
career where I thought I knew most of the answers.
I had all the students I could take care of. Sure, I had
the usual problems, . , what music materials to give
each student. , , how to keep them happy and
interested ...
"But now I know that the truth of the matter was
that I was on a merry-go-round trying to keep up
with my own success. The detail work involved was
a real undertaking in itself and, despite my thorough
music background, it was difficult for me to get my
music knowledge across to my students with the
materials I was using. I found I was spending too
much time, time that I should have had for
myself, searching for needed materials ... for some
correlated plan.

the things that money can't buy

-

come into your home with a Steinway

"Then I heard about the Progressive Series Plan!
Perhaps you are thinking, 'then everything was rosy!'
Not entirely, but life surely became more pleasant for me,

The Stein way tea hes, at the age when
learning
fun
great

that doing is more

is easiest,

than

idling.

The

instrument,

voice of this

and

that is always distinguished,
Stein way the family'

THE PROGRESSIVE

performance

•
•
•
•

make the

most rewarding

SERIES

T,,!sted lesson Plans
Teacher Workshops
Pre·lnstrumental Program
Foreign Music Seminars

PLAN OF MUSIC
•
•
•
•

EDUCATION

Correlated Theory Program
Superior Teaching Materials
Institutional Affiliation
Teacher Placement Service

pleasure and the concert artist's choice.
More than a century

TEACHER AFFILIATION

of skill and attain-

ment have made the Steinway's golden
tone, its sensitive
cabinetry

j

the hallmark

fection. Through

!
~-

Steinway

action

and glowing

-and
STEINWAY GRAND. This ebonized model in contemporary

grace of line typical of past great cabinetmakers.

The Sleinway

Contemporary

your home by your Stein way dealer for as small a DOWN PAYMENT as $35000

with

manner

has the classic

matching

simplicity

bench can be delivered

of piano per-

No fee for oppointment

depreciates

to

the soundest investment.

INSTRUMENT

OF

THE

"True, the requirements for appointment are high,
but as a good teacher you should be able to meet
them. It will be well worth your while to inquire,
and there is no tee tor appointment."

------------------------

~STEINWAY
THE

"Now I know more of the answers than I ever did.
I'm more successful than ever in my teaching, and
I know that my Progressive Series appointment
has made me a good businessman too!

A copy of the handsome brochure.
"The Career Private Piano Teacher", will be
sent without obligation to any active teacher.

so little that it

and

Liheral terms. SliahlIy hiaher in the WIl$t.

PROGRESSIVE SERIES PLAN

Dept. £-36
P. O. Box 233. Clayton, St. louis 5. Mo.
I am a career private piano teacher with an active dass.
Please send me a copy of "The Career Private Piano Teacher".

IMMORTALS

Great performers rely an the Stein way exdusively. VAN CLIBURN, brilliant young
American artist pictured at right, uses the Steinway exclusively, as
do Badura-Skoda, Brailowsky, Bruchollerie, Firkusny, First Piano Quartet,
Malcuzynski, Morton Gould, Ormandy, Isaac Stern, George Szell,
Albert & Herbert Teltschik and many, many others ... also nearly all
the nation's leading symphony orchestras and radio and television stations.
Ou, booklol, "How 1o Choo," You, ';000," will be sent free if you wr-ite
Steinway & Sons, Steinway Hall, 109 West 57th Street, New York .

ONLY

a lifetime of use the

is, among pianos, the least expensive
THE DISTINGUISHED

BY APPOINTMENT

Career teachers with acceptable backgrounds
and active classes are invited to inquire about
Appointment and Teaching Authorization.

"Progressive Series made a superior music plan
available to me ... showed me how I could evaluate
my students' progress at all times ... how to prepare
my students early for music college entrance requirements ... how to develop a thorough understanding
in young students while they are leaming to play.
It really solved many tricky problems for me.

Name
Address .. ······· ·

• Progressive Series Teachers are located in
every state and 14 foreign countries.
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City ···············

,
A'lerage Number
of Pupils in Class
Zone

5tate

.
..

1

March
Vol. 74
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A REVOLUTIONARY IDEA
" ... the greatest thing that has happened for music-Iovers

Founded 1883 by
Theodore Presser

since the introduction of long-playing records" -DEEMS

TAYLOR

contents
FOR EXAMPLE

FEATURES

LIE

11
12
13
14
21
26

PROMISE OF

They Make Music Wherever They Go. Doran K. Antrim
Southpaw Solo Flight, Ruth Katherine Arnold
Preparing a Career in Opera, Joseph Rosenstock
"Porgy and Bess" in Moscow
About Unashamed Accompanying, Gerald Moore
Through Their Music They Build Democracy. Norma R)/and

LEONARD
BERNSTEIN

~*

THINGS TO COME...
Kimball

move its manufacturing

will
facil-

ities and executive offices to
their big, new $2,000,000
plant where

the most ad-

vanced production efficiencies
will be in effect.
In this 99th year, through

the

Kimball line will maintain its
position as a great name in

PIANOS

Keyboard

. PROGRAM NOTES-THAT

NO

IS, A 10-

INCH RECORD OF COMMENTARY, FULL OF MUSICAL
ILLUSTRATIONS, TO ENHANCE YOUR ENJOYMENT AND
UNDERSTANDING OF THE WORK

Piece lor YDung Players
36 Skip to My Lou, Martha Beck
38 Marching Marionettes, William
40 When Johnny Comes Marching

chumollll

utcracker
uite") (from "Highlight of
Familiar Music,"
01. 2), TtltaiJ.orsk,.·./tf)

Scher
Home

(C
or

ornet ) (Ir am "English ...ulte"}.
Transcribed b· R. Bt1ltartl Fi';&tliuJ

(from "Folk-Ways

..

A:·

Book 2),

41 The Cuckoo (from "Folk-Wa sUS
..
arranstd bl Elir it,mriJlU
42 Album Leaf (Albumbl It)
A. Book 2). arrangt!d by eu; it&mtiJltt
a
,
pus 99, No.6 (from I'Fifty Piaoo Compcaiticns"],

d ..

of the

Robt"

Nctlcn

James Francis Cooke, Editor Emeritus

damon/!

( E diIO,1907,1949)

Guy McCoy, Editor
1 ames B. Felton, Assistant Editor
George Rochberg, Music Editor
V. L. Fanelli, Art Director
Contributinl! Editors: Harold BerkJe
AI.be.rtJ. Elias, Elizabeth A. Gest i~Jhete5a
Costello, :\laurice Dumesnll.
WIlham D. Revelli, Ralph E. Ru'sb N' ~eYlbut, ~eorge Howerlon, Alexander ~lcCurdy,
,
ICO as SlonJrnsky, Waller
Terry

2
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BOTH RECORDS

<JUusic Jtppreciation 'Records
new idea, originated a year
ago b'"ythe Book-of-the-Month
Club, has a twofold purpose: firsl, to
help you build, systematically, a representative collection of recorded music
-all the great works which are recognized as being necessities in every
"basic" record library i and second, to
enable music-lovers
(particularly
where there are young persons in the
family) to increase their enjoyment and
understanding of these masterpiecesand, indeed, all the music they hear.
HIS

Ro6t"

Rainbow Romanza, Eric Steiner
32 Waltz of the Flowers (from "The
30

Yes, the promise of things to

KIMBALL

ALWAYS ACCOMPANIED-AT

AND ALSO PROVIDES THE
MUSICAL PROGRAM NOTES

EXTRA CHARGE - BY MUSICAL

27 Valse Noble, Opus 9, No.4 (from "Fifty Piano
ompo ..ilion "). Rob!rI tAllman/l
28 Chopin, Opus 9, No. 12 (from '<Fifty Piano
ompo ilion .. ), Robtrl dlumDJIIt
29 Reverie (Traumerei) , Opus 15, No.7 (from "F'Ht'y Piano
ml iu n "J.

Instrumental Music
34 Pastoral (Ereensleevea) Bb Trumpet

never looked better.

*

Piano Compositions

the piano industry.

come is taking shape, and

7'Jew 'World Symphony

OUTSTANDING ARTI,ST,ORCHESTRA OR CONDUCTOR .••

MUSIC

and me-

chanical advancements,

RECORDING OF A GREAT WORK OF MUSIC WITH AN

4 World of Music
6 The Bookshelf
8 Musical Oddities, Nicolas Stonimskv
16 Boys Like 10 Sing, lil/glt Rangeler
17 The ldyllwild Opera Workshop, Max T. Krone
18- The Reign of the Disc Jockey, Albert J. EIil1$
19 The Band's Equipment and Its Care, Part 2, William D. Rr'rJli
20 Teacher's Roundtable, Maurice Du mesnil
22 Music in Focus, James B. Felton
23 Dance, Walter Terry
24 Reforming the Reformers. Alexander McCurdy
25 A Beautiful Legato-How Tt Is .l\'lade, Horold Berk/r)
46 New Records
52 Organ and Choir Questions, Frederick Phillip,
53 Violin Questions, Harold Berkley
54 Junior ETUDE

smart new styling and con.
stant construction

DVORAK'S

YOU GET A 12-INCH 33'13 R.P.M.

DEPARTMENTS

This spring,

conducts

~/

C,al,'fS

T

HEART OF THE IDEA -

MUSICAL

ILLUSTRATIONS- The ten-inch recording sensibly takes the place of the
time-honored printed "program notes"
-almost necessarily inadequate, and
usually impossible to follow by persons
who have had no format musical training. By contrast, this new idea now en·
abIes the writer of program notes to
show you/ by having a full. orcbestra

demollstrate the main feafures of the
etude-march
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Given to you

work, what to listen for in order to
get the maximum enjoyment.
EVERY MONTH a- great work of reo
corded music, featuring some of the
world's most distinguished musicians,
is announced and described in advance. You let it come, if you want it.
If not, you can reject it by sending in
an instruction form, always provided.
When you decide you want the work'
described, the 12-inch Performance
Record and the IO-inch Musical Program Notes are shipped together at a
combined price of $3.90, plus a small
charge for mailing expenses.
A DEMONSTRATION

OFFER-The two

records by Leonard Bernstein described at the right will be sent you at
once - without charge - if you enroll
rjow in a trial subscription, and agree
to buy only two other MUSIC·ApPRECIATIONselections during the next
year/ from amollg at least fifteen that

IN A TRIAL SUBSCRIPTION
-if you agree to buy two other MusicAppreciation selections during the next year

PLEASE RETURN ONLY IF YOU HAVE A 33%

MUSIC_APPRECIATION
c/o

345

R.P.M. RECORD PLAYER

RECORDS

Book_of_lhe_Month
Club,
Inc.
Hudson Street, New York 14,

R46-J
N. Y.

Please enroll me as a subscriber to Mustc-ApPRECt"'TIO~
RECORDSand send me, without charge, the 12-inch 33)..1
R.P.M. Demonstration
Record of Dvorak's 7'Jew 1/1orld
SympbO'IY conducted by Leonard Bernstein, together with
the tc-tnch Musical Program Notes Record written and
also conducted by Mr. Bernstein. I agree to buy two
MUSIC-ApPRECIATION
selections during the next year, and
I have the right to cancel my subscription any time after
buying two selections.

>I,. }
~rr5.
.."
:iHiss
ADDRESS

CITy

(PLEASEPRINT)
.~. _ .. _ .. _ ....

,R

.

po.tNt

~o;:;,i

No •.•••

5T ATE.
MAR 67

will be made available,
3

L......

World of
Music

37" Colonial
. Maple finish

Thomas
SchipPCI·S, 25·year-old COn.
ductor from Kalamazoo, Michjgan, has
been chosen one of the Ten Outstanding
Young Men of 1955 in America, by the
United States Junior Chamber cl Com.
merce. A student of Curti.s, Yale, Juil.
liard and Tanglewood,
Schippers has
conducted
La cala in 1ilan, Italy, the
New York Philharmonic
and the Chi.
cago Symphony.
1 the age of 20 be
conducted,
on special reque ..t of the
composer.
Ianrio Menotu' operas
"The
oo"ul" and "Th Medium."
Miklos

R07.JlU',

cond Violin Con·

erto was premiered Il) Ja~ha Heifeu
and the Daile
ymph n). WaherHendl
ndu ting,

in JanUtH).

Mil hell U. Mnrk .., ctee pre ..idenland
41" Contemporary
.Mahogany
or Walnut

fashion

set to rrnssdc:
This is the fashionable
new spinet that
rivals lllany a grand
piano in tone and
volume. The small piano
with high tension
strings. That's dynatension, exclusive with
Everett. May we
send you a free catalog
and name of your
nearest dealer?

seer wry of the dward O. \Iarks \lD.
1'i
orporarion.
died in \t'w York City
last December 22. aged 77. lie WI a
broth r f dward B. \Iark . a founder
of th musi publl hin~ compan)' bearing hi name, and WI'" in charge of publicari n at rh tim of hi d ath.

Gil''".
6ni bed the
librett
(r"
an
:' a nes foor-ael
opera with a Dani h background. be:in~
cornpcs d b
amuel Barber.
Bc lterj nu

dolph

Bing.

Fonlern lad Ror of tbe )I<lrOpolj.
of 'vew York, batt ~
distinguished Bmons bv
l\lnrjl;OI

maneg

tan Opera
honored 8
(Continued on P.~t9\
THE

COVER

THIS MONTH

DE· co\-er for the monlh is the
work of a contemIJOru)'
wi-. tib
Oliver
sht-r. formerl
from Philadel·
phia. now 8 fetUd nl of Ch~ Dt.~.
~Iar land. It i 8 Linoleum block pnnt
entitled Qua"
I in D ~[ajor. According
to the artist. it was ino;pimJ by • per.
formance of the Buda~t
Iring ~.r.
tel. The print bas been sho1ll-nII ~~~;
exhihitiOD_ including the 12th i\'I1~
Exhibition
a' the Library 01 CooP"" 8
1954. It won fir, prize at the ~
Cbevy Chase Art Fair.
ET

4
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You're in a new world
Some night when you come home too tired

to talk, too tense to sleep ...
could do this.

suppose you

Suppose you could sit down at the
Hammond Organ, and play something ...
a few easy chords, or a favorite rune. And
hear them transformed into rich grand
music) as though a magician had touched
your fingers.
This is what people love about the Hammond

. . . the depth and beauty and variety it
gives your simplest music. For this is the
instrument with the most ... the most
thrilling tone combinations, the most glorious voices of any organ of its kind.
You're in a new world when you play it.

when you play "the Hammond

A world where cares slip away, where tension is a stranger.

effects. Only Hammond has Separate Vibrato Controls for each keyboard, for more
beautiful expression.

Isn't there room in your life for a Hammond?
Let your Hammond dealer show you how
simple it ts to learn to playa Hammond.
You can play enjoyable music in a month.
Thousands of people have.

Only $135 down for the Spinet Model,
shown here, at most dealers. Often 3 years
to pay. Walnut, Blond or Ebony finish.

Why not see your Hammond
soon? Or mail the ooupon at right.

»The percussion; tones are produced .ot the option
of the ployer"by playing any selected single note
or full chord, in a detached manner, with a fingering palLSe of os little as 1/20th of a second.

dealer

A Hommond does more becouse •••

Only Hammond has Harmonic Drawbars
that prpvide thousands of beautiful
shadings for all the orchestra tones. Only
Hammond has "Touch-Respon.se Percussion Control"* for unusual instrumental

~------------------------I
I Hammond Organ Company
1 42:10 W. Diversey Ave., Chicago 39, Ill.

o I am interested
Hammond

,in learning how to play the
Organ without buying one.

D Please send me ¥our new Color Brochure
about Hammond

HAMMOND

ORGAN

music's

most glorious

voice

Address

~

City.

..__.

Organs.

._.
Zone

.._ ..__..__ .._
State_.

@ISH,HAMMOHOORGANCOMPANY
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OUiCK NEW WAY TO PLAN
YOUR PUPILS' LESSONS!
LOOK FOR IT IN MUSIC

STORES EVERYWHERE!

THE BOOKSHELF
Mozart In Retrospect, :Studies
in Criticism and Bibliography
by A. Hyatt King
.
Reviewed
by Arthur Darack
E MAY expect any day to see the

W

53 Books ... 160 Pieces of Sheet
Music ... Right at your Fingertips!
The Piano Teaching Work-Saver
Browser Bin gives you easy access to
the "cream of the crop" in piano teaching materials. Each item has been carefully selected for teaching value, musical content, and pupil interest. This
new, easy-to-use, counter display has
sturdy printed dividers with index
tabs to identify the contents in each
of the six sections of the bin.
FISCHER, INC.
62 Cooper Square, New York 3, N.Y.
BOSTON· CHICAGO· DAllAS· lOS ANGELES
CARL

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

T

O:.~ole~;"0::::'1

by

GULBRANSEN

An inspired minuetcorisole,
Town'" (ounlry
i5 a perfectly delightful
interpretation
of
Ihe school of sculptured design, the suove,
ftuid look ... the woods in undulated
un~
broken surfaces of continuous
contour.
Here in the Town & Country is beauty. styl.
ing, breathability.,.
a piano thot lives!
Town & Coun'ry is available
in the modern
woods, and is equipped with the exclusive
. Gulbransen
Supertone
Scale, Ihe sensa. lional mirade scale that outperforms
all
olhen-with
its superialiveJ
clear, sing.
in9, big tone-big
WRITE FOR FREE
BROCHURES

Grand

Tone.
SPECIAL
TEACHER'S
DISCOUNT

GULBRANSEN COMPANY
Depl. E. 2050 N, Ruby St.
Melrose Park. [II.

1111111111I1111111111111111111111111111111111

institution
of a new Koechel
catalogue, listing the works not of Mozart
but about him. Within the context
of
each entry there may well be an evaluation. A. Hyatt King's "Mozart
In Retrospect," if such a catalogue
eventuates,
will not suffer by comparison
with any
other listing. It is for the most part a
distinguished
book. The range
of the
hook is very great. We find a pathetically interesting
account
of Mozart's
sister Nannerl, aged and blind, wondering whether
pianists still, played
her
brother's
sonatas and concertos.
A chaptel' on the use of counterpoint
by Mozart
demonstrates
that it was not alone the
discovery of Bach's music that impelled
Mozart to re-examine the fabric of h..is
harmonic
thinking. It was that in part.
It was the influence on Mozart of several individuals
who for one reason
or
another
found fugal texture
delightful.
Mozart's
wife, Constanze
and the Em·
peror Joseph
II were two of the most
important
of these people. If we hate
Constanze,
following
Einstein
in lhe
matter,
we may think it odd that she
was capable
of having an idea about
anythjng,
let alone something
as elusive
and complex
as musical
texture.
\Ve
may think that Mozart was merely try.
ing to place her in as favorable
a light
as possible by asserting
that she liked
fugues. The question is: Was Einstein
a woman-hater
when he penned
those
scurrilous
lines to Constanze
or was she
quite as worthless
as he suggests?
The
chapter
"Creative
Contrast
In Mozart"
(see ETUDE,
January 1956). picks out
several pairs of works which came from
his mature pen and presents speculation
on the sources of the conAict that appears between the pairs. The D Minor
Clavier Concerto and the C Major
(K.
467) were finished within a month of
each other. "From the febrile
tumult
of the first, with its sensuous
Romanza,
it is a far cry to the second, so stately
and square in its military rhythms
and
so delicately
poetical in its Andante."
King wonders
why this contrast.
He
suggests
that Mozart
was by nature
harmonious
and lyrical of temperament
but that the frustrations
of his life introduced
a demon into his psychology
that sometimes
came out and got the

upper
hand.
When
this happened a
work such as the D Minor Concerto was
produced.
Otherwise
a work such as the
concerto
K. 488 in A Major was the
rule. In the last year or two of his life
this antithesis,
according
to King, was
smoothed
out into a creative resignation
that wa
expressed
rna t perfectly in
the "The Magic Flute." But this speculation does not 'advance Our knowledge
of the phenomena
that King describes.
] n effect he has aid that when Mozart
we up et and u- ubled his mu ..ic might
reflect this. wher a wh n he was serene
no st rms app ared on the surface of
his art. Thi~ is an old theory, fancily
dre sed by King in th present chapter
but not advanced
in acceptability. The
argument
st 0l'J (rom 8 pede tly under.
standabl
d sir
on the part of many
musician'!
to relate human per-cnality
and conduct
closely 10 mu ic, Thai human conduct and Il"ro;onality ar related
to musi
cannot b doubt d. Thai they
are r let d in the manner suggested by
King can v ry a~ily be doubted. Hanslick, Hindemith
nnd many others ha\'e
produced
argum 1l1'l (atallo the theory.
For a singl
exampl:
Th "Funeral
March"
(ron\
B clho" Il' "Eroica"
Symphony
is all o( ne piece in that il
has a continuity
r mood and tyle. Yet
it requ.ir d much time to compose it.
Can we sUPPOS that Beelho"en was of
a single
mood
in his personality
throughout
the ntir
Lime of ahe crea·
lion of the "Funeral
:\(arch?"
And what about the scherzo? Haring
fini hed wilh the l-Funeral ~tarcb:' did
Beethoven
th reupon say to himself, <;1
must now produce
8 jolly mo\'emenl
and so I shall think notbing bUI happy
thoughts
and deeds during the entire
time that it takes."
Once in a while
King is given to making foolis.h generalizations.
Following
a discussion or
style
or performance
King obserie.s
that ...
uthe apparent
simplicity of
Iozart's
mlkic
has often led to illconsidered
and
iIJ·f hea~ed render·
ings." He tben slates: ")Ieanwhile. the
present \·ui ly of &t)-le could surely be
reduced."
hort of de reeing thB.1~ni)'
a single
piani$l
be permitted to per'
form :\rozart. I do not see how this aim
can be achieved.
A great performer has
as much right to a style as a gTeal com·
poser (though
compo~rs
may consider
tllis notion bla~phemou
) and a variety
of approach
to :Mozart. or an)' other,
(Continued
on Page 64)
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PIANO PLAYTIME, BK. II
The second in a revised and enlarged series of three books.
This book covers the needs of the
early-intermediate student with
24 of the more recent best-selling solos. Improved sight reading,
technic, and development of style
are among the benefits.
_
MOZART AUTHENTIC EDITION.
A handsome collection of four of
Mozart's best knownpiano worksthe sonatas in A majorand G major,
the Fantasy in. 0 minor and the
Rondo in 0 major, all in clean, well
epaceo, new engraving, No effort
was spared to help the student perform these works well.The editing,
including clear indications for the
correct execution ofornaments, was
done from original manuscripts
and first editions,.

ANY

THREE

TWICE TOLO THEMES,BK.T
Iwo-pianc music to feature at reo
cltats or for added enjoyment at
the lesson. Second piano parts to
such well known solos as The
Guitar, Moon Mist and Ayalanche
as well as orjginals for two pianos
such as Palka March and Camptown Races-9 numbers in all.
PIANO fOR TWO
A unique collection of original
duets especially chosen for their
attractiveness. Several of these
are here made available for the
first time in many years. Can.
tents: Rigaudon (Chaminade),The
Cuckoo IArenskyl, Carousel
Horses (B;zetJ. In all. eight 3rd
and 4th grade duets.

SINGING KEYS,BK. I
The first in a progressive series
of five books. This, the most popular book of the series, contains
24 piano solos. Happy Birthday,
Moccasin Dance,ln the forest Tall
and Gypsy Moon are but a sampiing of the standard teaching
pieces it contains.
PROGRAM PIECES fOR THE
YOUNGERCHILO, BK. 2
One of a series of books containjng pieces carefully selected for
the technical and emctional grasp
of a particular age. Notes large
enough for easy reading and attractive illustrations make this
book particularly appeal;ng to
children in the 5 to 9 age group.

fOR ME AND MY PIANO Bk. 2 BIG NOTE BOOK
.
An excellent ecuecttcn of easy
. Packaged pla~o so.los contam· pieces-easy to play and easy to
109 SUCh. sure·flre hits as Elf and read because of the big notes.
tho fOlly (Be~tley), ChImes But, in spite of-the b;g notes,
ThrDugh the MIst (Frost), The there is nothing babyish about
Arab Horsemon (Cobb),and At the these pieces to offend the older
Lollipop Parad•. (Klng).
child's dignity.
"

•
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•
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ARE YOURS WITH OUR COMPLIMENTS

• A Monthly Surprise Package of Brand New Music •
ACCLAIMED

BY

THOUSANDS

OF

as the best way to
keep abreast of the latest in music
and teaching ideas, Summy Subscription Service brings you each
month during the teaching season a
package contahring:
PIANO

TEACHERS

• 2 piano books {collections of pieces,·
studies, etc.}
• 4 piano solos (3 attractive new
pieces plus one standing favorite)

5.5.5.

ACTUALLY

ENTHUSIASTICALLY

• An informative bulletin about the
mu.sic and helpful suggestions on,
teaching
• Occasional articles by outstanding
authorities on subjects of special
Interest to piano teachers

COSTS YOU NOTH-

You pay only $1.89 per month
plus a small postage and handling
charge. You receive music with a
guaranteed retail value of $4.10. Sell
the books and solos and you eam a
profit of 100% on your small investment, in addition to receiving a
wealth of authoritative and inspirational material.
ING.

ENDORSED.

Summy files contain hundreds of enthusiastic letters from satisfied subscribers. Typical excerpts: "BeSt,
most economical method for keeping
abreast of new publications" . . •
"Don't see how I ever taught with~

out the wonderful help of S.8.S."
• . ~ "Can hardly wait for each
month's package to arrive."
NO RISK OR OBLIGATION.
Send no
money now. Simply indicate on the
coupon the three books of your
choice. If you aren't delighted with
the Surprise Package of New Music,
you may return it within 10 days
and be under no obligation what.
ever. Regardless of your decision,
the bonus books are yours to keep
with our compliments, just for trying Summy Subscription Service.
Under such a plan you have everything to gain and nothing to lose by
sending in the coupon. Why not
today?

------------------------------ •
CLA YlON

F. SUMMY

CO.,

Gift FOR tRYING
5.5.5. SEND ME THE

AS MY

235 S. Wabash Ave.,
Chicago 4, III.
Send me the three books
checked, and enroll
me in
Summy Subscription
Service.
It is understood I may cancel
my membership
in 8.8.S. any
time but that the Bonus Books
are mine to keep.
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tHREE

Singing Keys,
Bk, I
Piano Playtime,
Bit.2Big Note 800k

NAMIEE
ADDRESS;
Summy's -answ.r to the teacher's
problem 01 kuplnSi abreast 01 th.
I., •• t and b... t In plano music.
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CITY'

BOOKS

Piano for Two

CHECKED
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FOf'M. and My
Piano, Bk. 2
Mozart Authentic
Edition
Twice Told Themll,
Bk. 1
Program Piecel for
the Younger Child,
Bk.,2
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production,
the director of the
Comedie-Francaise
asked Thomas
how much he wished to receivefor his
services. "But I only scribbled down
a few notes," replied Thomas; "this is
not worth any renumeration. I ought
to be proud that I was given an op.
portunity of writing music for your
great company."
The success of "Mignon" made
Thomas a celebrity,

By

NI(;OLAS

N THE HISTORY of musical nota-

I

tion, two main ideas have struggled for recognition: the staff notation
and a visual notation indicating the
position of a note on the strings or

on the keyboard of an instrument. In
modern times, the most successful
notation of this representative nature

is Klavarskribo, a word which means
"piano writing" in Esperanto. In it,
notes are placed on a diagram repre-

senting the black keys of the keyboard
in parallel lines and are read vertically
downward. The invention of Klavarskribo is credited to C. Pot of
Netherlands, who copyrighted it in
1933. Since then, numerous compositions, including all of the standard
classics, have been published in KIavarskribo

notation.

The visual pat-

terns formed by the Ceerny studies in
Klavarskribo
are fascinating
and
would provide inspiration to a modern painter of the Cubist school.
It seems that Klavarskribo was anticipated by a similar system of notation worked out by one Gustave
Neuhause in 1882, and published by
him in 1910 in a book entitled "Natiirliches Notensystem." Neuhaus also
used the visual representation of the
piano keyboard as a basis, but his
lines ran horizontally as in traditional notation. In all other respects
the Neuhaus system is identical with
Klavarskribo. However, there is no
reason to suspect plagiarism. The
idea of visual representative notation
is as old as the tablature of the Renais~
sance period, and it is quite possible
that both Neuhaus and Pot invented
the "piano-writing
method" independently.
Gounod called Berlioz the apostle
of the wrong bass. But Saint-Saens
said that Berlioz's harmony possessed
the diatonic beauty of tonality" be-

SLONIMSKY

cause Berlioz was not enharmonically
minded as most professional pianists,
but deeply felt the difference between
sharps and flats and made no enharmonic changes without utmost neceseity.
Gluck said that he liked three
things above all others: money, wine
and glory. With money he bought
wine; wine stimulated the compcsition of his music; his music gave him
glory.

•
AMBROISE
THOMAS was the only
composer to attend the 1000th
performance of his own opera. It was
"Mignon,"
first produced
at the
Opera-Comique
in 1866;
the one
thousandth
performance
took place
there in 1894.
He owned an island Illiec, in the
group of St. Gildas, and it was there
that he wrote the score of "Mignon";
he communicated with the shore by a
boat,
and the boat
was named
Mignon, too.
Ambroise Thomas was a native of
Metz; the Franco-Prusaian
war of
1870 resulted in the annexation of his
native province by the Germans. But
when he died in 1896, the German
burgomaster of the city, Baron von
Kramer, decreed to have a street in
Metz renamed Ambroise
Thomasstrasse.
He was a man entirely devoid of
self-seeking, and completely
indifferent to monetary rewards. When the
Comedie-Fran~aise made plans to re.
. "Ham Iet, "Th alias was asked to
vlve
compose some incidental music. From
the materials of his O\Vll opera "Ha .
l"hf.
et
e ashlOned a brief overture ma
march and a few fanfares;
he aiso
composed some new music. After the

The tallest compoler who ever
lived was Georg imon Lohlein (1725.
1781). H is height was six feet, two
inches. Hi hands were very long,and
his fingers exceeded in length those
of any man' , according to the regiment Ii t of 1751. Lohlein was a
axon, but hi enviable stature at·
trn ted the marauding Pru ian recru it i'lg ffieer. In Ihose times,raids
to impr ss young men into military
servi e were eomm n, and one day
Ldhlcin
fell into the clut hes of Prusian offi er wh I k him, and put
him in th Prus inn guards. LOhiein
wa wound d in th Boule of ollin
during the even
ears War. A vicious blow n the head with a saber
nearly split hi
kull. He I 11 in the
field but was tr ng enough 10 bandage his head with a ilk handkerchief.
Th re h loy for
veral hou until
he , as found by r ving teats. Thelcut up th lining of hi ceat, learing
his skin in
ar h 01 hidden money,
He cried: "Mer y! Mercy! I am a
a n, not Pru ian!" The Croats
pared hi life, and he "entually Itovered uffi i ntly to take a longtrek
to hi home town
eustadt. Whenbe
enter d hi hou
he found his family wearing black bands, in mourning
for him.
It was onl after hi soldieringIllat
he began to tud music. He entered
the
niver ity of Leipzig at the ege
of thirty-eight, but made rapid progress. omehow he had acquired ability 8S both pianist and violinist His
name is remembered mainJ)' beealL<.e
of hi J. dagogical works for piaoo.
in which he combined inslructioDin
harmon
with c mposilions of nata5
writt n in th prevailin style.
III 1781 he recehed a "",ition at
aint
Iar's
hurch in Danzig.But
the church was not heated, and. D
he caught a cold. In the raw c1iIDak
of Danzig, the cold pro,-ed fatal. and
he died a fe~' month aIler baring
taken hi po ilion.
THE £..\1)
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(Continued from Page 4)
Queen Elizabeth II. Miss Fonteyn became a Dame Commander of the Order
of the British Empire for services to the
ballet. Mr. Bing was made a companion
of the Order of the British Empire for
his services to music.
Alexander Tikhonovich Gretchaninoff, Russian composer, died on January
3 in New York City at the age of 91.

He wrote more than 300 songs and
many choral works, including music for
the Russian Orthodox Church service.
He also is credited with three operas,
seven cantatas, five symphonies, and
other orchestral and chamber works.
Gretchaninoff was one of the last representatives of the late 19th century Russian romantic school.
Pope Pius XII, in an encyclical to be
known as "Musicae Sacrae Discipline,"
has directed that -Cregorian Chant
should be restored to its original form
throughout the Roman Catholic world.
The Pope ordered that no exceptions
from the universal Latin plainsong
should be made in favor of local idioms
without Vatican consent, that the words
of the Liturgy of the Mass must always
be sung in Latin, and that children
should be taught the "easiest and best
known Gregorian melodies." The 6,000word encyclical outlines methods whereby sacred music can be promoted.

to....
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Offers New Joys 'of Self Expression
This great new Conn spinet organ, with all
its easy-playing advantages, provides new
opportunities for happiness. It helps create
closer family ties-as you play, sing and
have fun together ~.. precious hours that
will never, never be forgorreo! It is the one
musical instrument that provides every member of the family true joy of self expressionfor every mood, every occasion ... because
anyone can play it!

Cecil Effinger's "Tone Poem On The
Square Dance," commissioned by the
Colorado Federation of Women's Clubs
(Continued on Page 10)

ITS
INCOMPARABLE

SCHUMAN SIGNS
EXCLUSIVE CONTRACT
William Schuman, distinguished
American composer and president of
the Juilliard School of Music, has.
signed a contract for the exclusive
publication of his works by the Theodore Presser Company.
.
Mr. Schuman's UNESCO-commissioned "Credendum," in three movements for orchestra, will be one of his
first works to be published by Presser.
"Credendum" will be performed six
times during March by the Philadelphia Orchestra, Eugene Ormandy conducting. -Other Schuman works to be published by Presser include the Concerto
for Violin and Orchestra~ to be performed by Isaac Stern; a new work,
commissioned by Andre Kostelanetz
and based on the music of William
Billings, which will be premiered this
year; and his String Quartet No.3.
etude-march
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THE CONN "MINUET"

So Easy to Play

TONE
TELLS YOU
IT'S THE CONN

8
etude-march

The CONN "MINUET" Organ

"MINUET'
-_...:.
Hear it . ~ . Compare it .••
No Other Spinet Organ Offers So Much!
You'll klloW it's a CONN, when you hear it
-no other spinet organ produces such beautiful, flawless tones, so incomparably rich in
all their colorful, natural harmonics. The
sparkling brilliance of popular dance
music, the realistic voices of violin, oboe
and flute, the lovely mellowness of traditional organ tones, mighty big organ
effects ... all are at your instant command. By tone alone you'll choose the
CONN "MINUET!"

,.-;;C\.

ANYONE CAN LEARN
SIMPLE TUNES
IN LESS THAN 15 MINUTES
Your Conn dealer will )
( gladly show you how!
You needn't know a note of music!
You or ony member of your family can
stcrt playing with both hands
immediately.
Prove it to yourself by
seeing your Conn organ dealer
right away!

'3fI'l-ite

-

FOR FREE LITERATURE
See your CONN organ dealer for
complete information and demon_
Jrra.t;on lmon at no obligation-or.
write for new brochure describing
the MINUET,
and for helpful
guide, "HowwChooseanOrgan."

r'~-~~~~:~
~

I
Dept. 356,
Elkhart, Indiana.
I Send MINUET brochure and "How fa Choose"
I booklet,FREE and without obligation.
II NAME
_

IN

TON£"

MUSICAL
CENTURY

I
:

ADDRESS
CITY, ZONE, STATE

I 0 Checkhere if interestedin largerorgan~

_
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Jerome Kern Album
FOB ONE PIANO~ FOlJB HANDS
Transcribed
by
Trude Rittman

ALL THE THINGS YOU ARE, I'VE TOLD EV'RY
LITTLE STAR, LOOK FOR THE SILVER LINING,
THE NIGHT WAS MADE FOR LOVE, MAKE BELIEVE OL' MAN RIVER SMOKE GETS IN YOUR
EYES,'THE SONG IS YOU, THEY DIDN'T BELIEVE
ME, WHO?, WHY DO I LOVE YOU?, YESTERDAYS
Price $1.50
T. B. HARMS CO.

RODGERS & HAMMERSTEIN ALBUM
FOB ONE PIANO~ FOlJB HANDS
Transcribed
by
Walter Pels

selling agent

BALI HA'I, HELLO YOUNG LOVERS, IF I LOVED
YOU, I WHISRE
A HAPPY TUNE, JUNE
IS
BUSTIN' OUT ALL OVER, OH WHAT A BEAUTIFUL MORNIN', OKLAHOMA,
PEOPLE WILL SAY
WE'RE IN LOVE, SOME ENCHANTED EVENING,
THE SURREY WITH THE FRINGE ON TOP, A
WONDERFUL
GUY,
YOU'LL
NEVER WALK
ALONE
Price $1.50
WILLIAMSON
MUSIC, INC.

CHAPPELL

&. CO .• INC.

RKO B1d9.,Rockefeller Center, New York 20

WORLD

OF MUSIC

(Continued

from Poge 9)

by Doron K. Antrim

to commemorate
the 60th anniversary of
the organization.
was premiered by Saul
Caston and the Denver Symphony last
October.
"Idyll of Tbeoerttus," by Roger Sessions, was premiered
by the Louisville
Symphony
on January 14, under Robert
Whjtney.
The Louisville-commissioned
work is for soprano and orchestra.
The AII·Americu Chorus, a groupof
about 100 mixed voices drawn fromall
parts of the
oiled
teres. will Con.
certiz
in Europe this summer. Persons
interested
in joining the choir .should
write: 325 forth
harl street. Bahl.
m r I, Maryland. James Allan Da..bis
ondu tor of III 11 W group.
Pnu l Hinrlc·milh'jI opere. "Malhi de
Maler" rec iv d its Am ri an premiere
at Boer n
nlvershy in February. AI·
though
the opera i well-known in
Hind mith's sympbonl
vee-len, it wes
n ver
prevlcuely
performed in the
United
tate~ in it full, dramatic version.
Ceor,:cc'

2 was

Ru.·hhcr&·"

1)10) ed b)

the first time

over stari

in

n'\

Piano

nala ~o.

Edna Bock~tein for

I w York last month
Y ,8 patt uf the Amerthe Air. ~li Bockctein

lean F l:'>lh'ol r
pia) d the Philad Iphia premiere
of Ro hi rg' work a, the Philadelphia
j\Ju~i al Aced m in February.

ill::-

"(m Oollllltn,i'&
'Oba, ,uaw
pr mi r d in January in Wicbila
Fa II~. T xo;1t. b the
nten Ch-ic Bor
heir. The w rk wa c mmi-eicned in
En'hl

\\lUS

]952 bl

rge Bragg, director of tho

choir.
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RILE RIDING about Boston in a taxi, a Bennington College senior
started whistling a theme from a Haydn string quartet. The taxi driver
joined in.
Am I hearing things? she wondered. Imagine a taxi driver knowing
any music not on the hit parade.
Starting another theme from the same quartet, she stopped suddenly.
The driver continued the theme note for note.
"1 play viola," he said, noting her look of incredulity.
"What's your
instrument ?"
"Violin," she said. "By any chance, does the Amateur Chamber Music
Players ring any bell with you? I belong."
"Well, what do you know," he chuckled.
"Sure does. I belong too."
The rest of the ride was spent in talking shop and arranging for a chamber
music meet that evening.
Wherever they go, and they get around, the Amateur Chamber Music
Players have an instinct lor spotting kindred
souls and all for the fell
purpose of raising a staff. That you belong to the ACMP is introduction
enough. You are welcomed into strange homes, almost any hour of the
day or night, as though you were a long lost member of the family.
Some 4000 strong, they're scattered over the U.S., Canada, Puerto Rico,
Hawaii, Alaska. They come from almost every strata of society. Medical
doctors are especially well represented. Also included are teachers, business
men, lawyers, scientists, housewives, taxi drivers. Among them are such
personages as author-speaker
Catherine
Drinker
Bowen, author Robert
Haven Schauffier, editor Henry Simon.
When traveling they invariably take along the Amateur Chamber Music
Players directory.
It's like a Baedeker guide to them. It gives names,
addresses and telephone numbers ol all memhers, arranged alphabetically
by states and cities. Upon
arrival in Fairbanks, Alaska,
a French horn player consulted his directory and called
three horn players. They got
together that evening and are
still going strong.
In a few short
years,
ACMP has picked up a national following and flirted
with international
affiliation.
The only requirement
for
membership
is a love of
chamber music, or more colloquially "room" music. And
they feel 'about
their art
somewhat the same way the
boys all the back yard dia·
monds feel about baseball.
There are no dues. To join,
you merely send in your
name and relevant information about yourself
lo the
Amateur
Chamber
Music

W

i

D~owing by Susan Mcintosh, violist member of
ACMP. Reproduced by permission of "News Letter."

Players, 15 West 67th St.,
New York 23. You designate
your instrument, of course. The line-up includes: piano, violin, viola, cello,
double bass, flute, oboe, English horn, clarinet, bassoon, French horn, lrulll·
pet, trombone or recorder.
To help playe,rs find their own level, you grade yourself: A, excellent; B,
good; C, fair; D, etc. "Etc," was the happy thought of Helen Rice, secretary_
Few class themselves A. Violinist-violist,
·Henry Simon grades himself C.
You also indicate your willingness to be on call. This is hardly necessary
however, since the genuine ensemble player will (Continued on Page 61)
etude-march
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They
Make
Music
Wherever
They
Go!
Whether you'-,.e a doctor,
a lawyer, or a
taxicab driver, if you play
an instrument

you're

eligible for membership
in the

AMATEUR CHAMBER MUSIC
PLAYERS

11
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southpaw solo flight
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AN INTERVIEW WITH JOSEPH ROSENSTOCK, GENERAL DIRECTOR,
NEW YORK CITY OPERA COMPANY

/

as told to Rose Heylbut

from SoLl'ICGl!'l'io

The thrills of making music with the left hand alone

•

In

..

. are dramatically set forth in this exciting article.

by ruth katherine arnold
OTAS A STUNT designed to awe

N
fact

an audience into accepting the
that listenable
music can flow

from only one hand passing over the
keys, but sheer necessity has required
my left hand to assume responsibility

for two. Afflicted with polio as a
youngster, I lost entire use of the
right arm and partial use of the left
from shoulder to elbow. At the time

the possibility of my doing anything
musically with any instrument
was
never considered. Even if it had been

it would have been relegated, by myself as well as by others,

as yet an-

other dream-to die.
In another sense, however, the piano
was never entirely disregarded. I
could read music and therefore could
amuse myself by the hour picking out
the treble notes of every hymnal and
of every old "Songs-We-Love-to-Hear"
book in the house. The thin little
tunes must have had a plaintive sound
which fortunately I could not have
heard, for I recall conjuring up in my
mind's ear a resounding bass accompaniment.
Not until college days did I come
upon the idea of actually playing the
piano with one hand alone. Even then
I did not seriously consider the suggestion of the friend who made it.
She was a brilliant organist, a charming dark-eyed Dutch girl, Frieda Op't
Holt, who had the reputation in our
dorm of playing the organ in preference to our more favorite pastime of
eating. Many the night Frieda came
in from a long evening's session at
the auditorium only to leave the house
at six-thirty the next morning to practice her beloved Bach. I accompanied
her upon several occasions, content
to listen to what I knew was the best
in music. One day she casually remarked that she saw no reason why

• a Bach Gigue on the page before her
could not be worked out for ODe hand
alone. She even offered to help me
with it. And that was the beginning ...
But what a beginning!
Now a I
look back I think Bach, Frieda, and
the fact that anyone might think I
could actually play, overcame me.
much so that at my first les on Ire·
quested Frieda please to take her
chair and to sit in the corner with
her back to me and the piano! My
sense of inadequacy was too great.
It held me back, and any progress I
might have made was choked ofl. Yet
something did happen. Desire La play
was a seed sown, destined slowly to
grow until the day my courage could
match it.
A Courageous Teacher
My <;:ourage, however, was negligible as compared to that of the teacher
who accepted the challenge of a student limited as I was to the use of
one hand, and that hand imposing its
own restrictions. It was small, inept
for extended passages of octaves so
necessary to lend sonority to one-hand
playing. The arm was generally weak,
the elbow clinging to the body, which
in turn wreaked havoc with hand position. In addition to this, the pupil
evinced no unusual musical talent.
The best she had to offer was a love
for music and the intense desire to
produce it.
Laura Koch, in our midwestern city
of Jackson, Michigan, had long beld
high recognition among fellow musicians, but even she was to encounter
skepticism in this, her latest venture.
One teacher expressed the thought
possibly of others when she said
"Now, Laura, I can understand
her'
pIa ying scales, arpeggios, and runs,
but what will sbe really be able to

do?" The voice trained with incredulity. "Little pieces, I presume?"
he wa
referring to a number of
ea y grade "1 fti . n-his-cwn" compo ilion, de. igned 10 sir the need
f r 51' cial all ntion to the muchn gl I d left hand.
he erlainl)'
wa n't referring to the \ery fe""wellkn wn I It-hand
numbers of which
artists
n
a ion h ve made the
I ublic aware.
The
n rt var! I) of left-hand
pin ring i n t merely a demonstration
f what an b d n ....lth "one's hand
tied behind on'
back,"
10 peak,
but i an
xpre i n of its innate
musi al value.
There i th Ra\e1
C nccrto \\ hi h, l mv knowledge,is
attempt
I nly by virtu l. Its Ire'
m ndou
0 tav
. intricate rhythms,
fiery ru n
th gamut of its pyrotechnic are beyond th amat ur. The
haunting
r iabin Prelude and Nocturn , long-time Iavorit
of Hubintein. ar assur dl not easy grade.
certain!
not int nded for the mere
cutting of on t musical teeth. Xor are
the notable
hopin trans riplioos of
Leopold Godowsky, who is convinced
of the musical contribulion of thelell
hand solo.
i othing daunled by whal ;<erne<!
to be the void between lhe Ulremel}'
easy and the
tremely difficul~Laura
Koch applied her own sense of musi·
cianship and reath'ity to her a igo·
ment. he began \dth Hanon. simply
using th ba of lbe studies. Duriog
lesson hour sh often accompaniedin
treble, giving her _Iudent the oppor·
tunity to hear both hands and to es·
tabli h a rhytlunic seuse of the unison
of the two parts.
At lbe first approach to left·baod
work, she recognized problems pecul.
iar to that hand. Forced to carry both
bass and (Conlimwl
on Page

m
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Rosenstock at piano rehearses

R

ECOGNIZED as one of the world's
leading conductors, Austrian-born
Joseph Rosenstock brings to American
opera the fruits of successful and
eventful musical
experiences the
world over. He began his. career as a
pianist, winning acclaim in Berlin
and Vienna before he was twelve.
During World War I, he was drafted
into the Austrian army and received
a hand wound which threatened to
jeopardize his future work. Undaunted: however, Rosenstock resumed his
musical life as the youngest professor
in the history of the Berlin Academy
of Music.
Turning to conducting, Rosenstock
again won acclaim. Fritz Busch invited him to become his assistant at
Stuttgart; he succeeded George Szell
at Darmstadt where ,he later became
General Musical Director; and fol·
lowed Otto Klemperer as General
Musical Director at Wiesbaden. In
1930. he took over the direction of
the National Theatre in Mannheim, a
position previously held by Bodanzky,
Furtwaengler, and Kleiber. Rosenetude-morch
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Orchestra

cast members.

stock's position seemed secure when
World War Il dealt him a second
blow. When the Nazis took over Germany's artistic life, Rosenstock was
deprived of his Mannheim post, and
bided his time helping to organize the
Jewish. Culturbund in Berlin. In 1936,
he managed to get out of Germany
and flew to Tokyo where his services
had been sought for some years. The
next nine years he spent in Japan, be·
coming enthusiastic about that land's
unmatched love for great music, and
winning the warm regard of the J apanese people and musicians, who still
pay the rent on his Tokyo apartment,
and have given him a lifetime contract as Honorary Musical Director of
the Nippon Philharmonic. Mr. Rosenstock has been with the New York
City Opera since 1948"The eager young singer looking
for a chance in opera would be surprised to learn that opera is also looking for a chance to get outstanding
singers. Here, however, the word to
stress is outstanding. The chief requisite for an operatic career is voi~e j

rehearsal

under maestro

Rosenstock.

yet voice alone is not enough. In conducting auditions all over the country,
I am not infrequently faced with a
thoroughly unpleasant dilemma: a
young singer comes and -reveals a
basically good voice and nothing
more. I am unable to engage such a
candidate, and, wretched with disappointment, he says, 'But I've been told
my voice is -good.' And I must agree
that it is, and still I can't give him the
chance he longs for.
"There is an utterly amazing wealth
of fine vocal material in America.
This, I 'believe, is due to the climate,
and the prevailing good nourishment
which builds strong physiques. Italians and Russians also have good
voices, due, in the most part, to favorable language forms. English has been
much maligned as a singing language.
It is not so favorable as Italian or
Russian, but it is better than German
~and German has never stood in the
way of producing fine singers. So
language cannot be blamed for any
lack of development in bringing these
potentially (Continued on Page 44)
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moscow

Robert

Breen's Ever-yman Opera Company, an all.Negro
D-odd artists recently completed a succes ful lour of
f
troupe 0 3
'.
,
f lk
lip
d Be "
Russia with George Gershwin 50-opera.
tl 0firgy an
ss.
This unprecedented
cultural adventure,
par y . nan~Ad br the
Russians themselves, brought a genume expresslo~ 0 merican
life to eager audiences, curiou
to learn omethlng .6rEl.halld
b t Americans-a
these ph tograph
how, 0 Impressed
a ou Soviet officials that Mini ter of
uhure Mikl1ailov had
wereepted Breen's invitati 11 to VI"I'd
It t 1
nit
tat an dhI e
ace
Soviet Union was c nsid ring an X 1lange I'd'
)I
m\'o I'nng an
A erican lour of the Ieor Moj,,,,,)
v Folk Dan e group while
E:ryman present a nev blu
pera in f ow,
I

"Porgy
and Bess" is epplevded
C1fter CI performance
in
Moscow's Stanislavsky and Nemlrovlch-Dcnchenkc
Theatre,
Soviet audiences did not always comprehend
intrlcccies of
opere's plot and environment,
but were attracted to dancing
and Gershwin's tune-stcdded .score.

Enacting the familiar role of American sight-seeing tourists,
Everyman artists stroll through confines of the Kremlin. Behind
entourage is the Czar Kolokol, or,king of bells, largest bell in the world.

A scene on "Catfish Row" from the opera,
whose plot is based on Du Bose Heyward's
original novel' "Porgy." Some Soviet
critics objected to "vulgar" jazz
effects and the portrayal of violence
and seduction, but were evidently
deeply impressed by the opera's
earth-bound realism and genuine attempt to
represent a segment of social life in the
United States in vivid dramatic terms.

Actors' children David Bey and George Royston (right) have
their picture taken with Moscow-style Santa Claus and the
Snow-Maiden in the Zhdanov
Palace of Young Pioneers,

r

I

[
Everyman singers toke an exuberant
curtain call after a performance of
"Porgy" in Russia's capitol city. Troupe
went to Warsaw from Moscow and hoped to
accept invitation to tour 8 Chinese cities,
according to director Breen, if U.S. State
Deportment approval could be obtained.

Visitors at the Russian Museum. Moses La Marr,
one of the Opera's most colorful figures,
is surrounded by curious leningrad youngsters.

etude-morch
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Sight-seeing troupers are standing in front of·monument
to,
Peter I. Russians provided housing end food, incidental expenses end tickets to operas and ballets, at C1n estimated
loss of 600,000 rubles. But Everyman itself, not U.S. financed,
expected to lose $4,500 a week in Russia, which would
have to be made good with privClte contributions,
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Orchestra Department
Edited by Ralph E. Rush

the I dy llwild

OPERA

WORI(SHOP
by Max T. Krone
Projects such as this provide

opportunities for young American
composers and suigers

Boys Like to SING!
by Hu
a specialist in his field writes with authority
on the subject of the boy's singing voice.

LIKE TO SING. Through the ages they have
BOYS
always liked to sing. Boy choir schools, both private
and church-connected, have existed almost from the beginning of musical history. Today there are several private
schools in the United States that comb the country for
talented boys and offer a full school program centered
around the boy choir. In some of our larger cities certain
churches maintain choir schools for the talented boys of
their parishes .and use them regularly in the worship
services. In both private and church schools ...these are
usually treble choirs, using unchanged voices only and
replacing the boys as their voices change. Training is
carried on in groups and in private instruction.
Outside of a few instances, music education in the
public schools has never gone in very strongly for the boy
choir, preferring to use mixed groups until the high school
age. Perhaps this has been a factor .leeding to an undue
concern for the boy's changing voice. From the beginnings
of music education in this country, teachers have used
various methods of dealing with the problem of the boy's
changing voice. Some say that the boy should not try to
sing at all during the mutation period and that this is the
time to start instrumental instruction. Others say that this'
is the period in which attention should be directed toward
the teaching of music appreciation. ·Many have attempted
to deal with the problem by arranging and rearranging
(Hugh Rangeler is co-ordinator of vocal music in the secondary schools of Lincoln, Nebraska.-Ed)

Captain Ahab (Sam Von Duc~n) and crew of the
"Pequod" in James
Low's opera "Moby Dick,"

h Ran

Ir

special parts for the honging voice in the song material.
Concepts developing from thi
loti r approa h to the
problem
have led to the idea of th
Ito-tenor, the
"Cambiata"
concept ombined v ith that of the changed
voice, where four-part mal voi e rr ngements are used
and parts altered and k yo hanged so tbal unchanged
voices may ing the high t n r p rt . The r ult of .11
this has been confu ion and fru teat ion in th minds of
music teacher, with the con qu n that in many schoob
the boys give up singing almo l ntir I .
At present, howev r, th re
m to be an awakening
of interest in boy ingin
in
\1 ral pia
through the
country and with this int r st there i a growing awareness of the possibiliti
in th f ld. From the undpcint
of the music educator working in th public hool. it is
to be hoped that this is the beginning of a movement
which will greatly strengthen a part of the mu ic program
that is now notoriously weak. Tho
of u with imaginetion can envision boys of all ag
in all rts of com.murrities singing the fine choral mu ic of the world. ID
fact if one may go further and indulge in dreaming. be
can envision community choru
made up of fathers and
mothers and youngsters of all a8 . singing special compositions of symphonic proporti n . portra -ing in s ngthe
manifold and complex emotion
found in ev f)-da' li\'"ing.
But to come back to actuality, the best prepar.tio.
for the changing-VOl e period i proper training before
the voice starts to chang.
ith all the Imowled e "ail·
able from masters in the training of bo ·s· voices. it
seems rather ridiculous that we in th public schooh
have ignored it so compl tei in dealing with the prohle~. The approacb has been tIuougb working ,,;th the
printed muerc. In developing the bov choir the approach
should be through working with the be and his voice.
. Any male choir, whether it be a treble choir or TB.
hmges upon the training of the (Continued on Page 56\
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T IKE many other organizations interested in the deLvelopment of the arts, and especially music, in the
United States, the Idyllwild Arts Foundation has been
experimenting with patterns of co-operation with young
American composers and artists.
Over a period Df five summers, the Foundation has
commissioned three new musical stage works which have
had first performances in the Foundation's Mile-High
Patio Theatre. One of these has since been published,
and another created such an impression that it will undoubtedly be heard from in the coming years.
Out of this experience has emerged a pattern of cooperation between the Foundation, its Opera Workshop
staff and students, composer and soloists, which should
work equally well in any section of the country. Basic
to the plan is a desire to encourage young American composers to write musical-dramatic works and to help them
and young singers produce these works.
The Idyllwild Opera Workshop started in tbe summer of
1951 as a Light Opera Workshop for college and npper
division high school singers. Milton Young of Glendale
College was the musical director and has been each
summer since. The Workshop began humbly with-a per·
formance of Kurt Weill's "Down- In The Valley." Josef
Marais was teaching on the campus that summer and was
so impressed that he offered to write a new work on a folk
story for 1952. His "Tony Beaver" was so successful
that it has since been published.
We asked him to write another light opera for us for
1953, and "African Heartbeat," on which Charles
O'Neal collaborated with him, was the happy result. The
following summer the Workshop produced Alec Wilder's
"Lowland Sea" and "Sunday Excursion."
For the
Foundation's Shakespearean Festival that summer a talented young composer, James Low, of the University of
Southern California, wrote some delightful songs for
"Twelfth Night" and "Merchant of Venice." On the
basis of these we invited him to write a stage work for
us for 1955.
One of the actors in the Shakespearean Festival that
etude-march
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summer, Brainerd Duffield, had written a play based on
"Mohy Dick" and Low was so intrigued with it that he set
to work immediately and produced the moving two-act
opera which was given its first performances September
2 and 3, 1955. This was a work of such dramatic, musical and emotional impact that its success has encouraged
us to crystallize the pattern which emerged in its production, and to attempt to follow it in the summers ahead.
Briefly, this is the pattern. The Foundation, through
the Opera Workshop of its School of Music and the Arts,
plans to commission each summer a new opera or light
opera, or accept a score already written but not yet produced, for production in its Mile-High Patio Theatre at
the Bowman Arts Center of the Foundation's campus at
Idyllwild, California. For reasons which will be evident,
preference will be given to Southern California composers
but others will not necessarily be excluded.
The Opera Workshop meets for three intensive weeks
of rehearsal, culminating in the production the last three
weeks of August. The Foundation provides the facilities
and staff consisting of musical director Milton Young,
and an accompanist-coach, stage director Howard Banks
of the University of Southern California, technical and
costume directors, and choreographer Karen Burt, formerly of Pomona College. It publicizes the performances
and produces the work on the Friday, Saturday and
Sunday nights preceding Labor Day.
The Foundation's High School Symphony Orchestra
under the direction of Lauris Jones of Occidental College,
and Ralph Rush of U.S.G., meets during the first two
weeks of the Opera Workshop and prepares its own programs during that time. If the new opera is to be produced with orchestra, the best fifteen to twenty performers of the orchestra will be invited to stay for the third
week to prepare and play the opera accompaniment.
Otherwise, the pianos will be used.
The composer must present his completed score by
January 15, with it and the chorus parts, if any, on
duplicating masters. The Foundation will pay for duplicating the scores and parts (Continued on Page 50)
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The· BAND'S EOUIPMENT and its CARE
* * * * * * * * * Aof practical
discussion
an important phase of band work

o/lhe

is concluded here.
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HIGHLIGHTS OF RADIO ANO TV PROGRAMS

students are: oboes, bassoons, alto clarinets, bass clarinets,
contrabass
clarinets, baritone saxophone, tubas, euphoniums, French horns, and all percussion.
In addition,
many music departments have adequate instruments available for beginners at a nominal rental fee. This is an
excellent means for dis"···
.....
---'-.
covering
instrumental
talent. In some communities, the instruments
are 'owned
by the
school's Music Department and the rental
fees are allocated to the
purchase of additional
instruments
as weJl as
for the repairs of presently owned equipment.
ord blank as used by
Insofar as school-ownthe Wind Instrument
ed equipment
is conand Band Departments
cerned, surveys prove
at the - University
of
that the students give
Michigan. Such referbetter care to instruences prove to be valuments for which they
able in appraising the
are charged -a rental
valuation of the departfee than do those who
ment's equipment. One
have no rental obligacan also estimate at a
tions.
glance the annual and
The purchase of our
total accumulated costs
equipment is but our
of repairs and replacefirst responsibility;
its
ments for each instrucare and maintenance
ment.
is even a greater one.
The conductor whose
An effective means for
daily schedule is filled
assuring us of proper
with teaching assigncare of our equipment
ments and rehearsals
is the plan whereby frecan hardly be expected
to be directly charged
Tympani and drums of the University of Michigan Bands
quent inspections of all
with the issuance and recalling of all the band's equip.
equipment
are made. The function of such procedure
ment or to maintain personally all its records. Neverthefollows:
less, he must assume direct and full responsibility
for the
At frequent intervals (not less than ten days apart)
administration of such procedures if he is to be certain
inspection
is called, at which time the section leader
that his inventory is accurate and o.omplete. One solution
of each section of the band presents his instrument to
to the problem is the appointment of a student staff. Such
the conductor, who inspects it thoroughly from top to
experience can be very valuable to these students and it is
bottom, paying particular
attention to the mechanism,
amazing how efficiently and effectively they assume such
keys, pads, springs, water keys, mouthpiece, tendons, valves,
responsibilities when properly guided and directed.
reeds, slides, and all other details concerned with ~he
The majority of modern-day instrumental music departinstrument's
condition.
ments of our high schools and colleges provide certain
When the section leader's instrument has been approved,
instruments for the students' use. In some instances the
he,' in turn, is assigned the responsibility
of inspectstudent is assessed a nominal monthly or semester rental
ing every instrument of his respective section. Should
fee; in other situations the school provides the instrument
he come upon any instrument
that falls to pass inspec~
without cost to the bandsman. Among ~the instruments
tion, the studel,lt possessing such an instrument is not
which the school should make available
to its music
permitted to participate in the (Continued on Pa{!,e 56)
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visit in Martin

Paul Whit, man ,njoys 0 fri."d~
Block', "Moh Beli,v, 8ollrootn,~

our budget on the purchase of

the band's instrumental
equipment,
it is advisable
that we-include a minimum of Ten Percent of the total cost
for repairs and depreciation per annum, based on a life
expectancy of twenty years. This will assure us of sufficient funds ,to care
nl1 AI,lIl11I 1111••••
, properly for the instrument during the period
of its usefulness,
as
well as prepare for its
replacement at the end
~~~~_"'-q
of twenty years.
On page 56 is shown
a portion of the wind
instrument
inventory
and depreciation
rec-

~~-,-.
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THE POPULAR song hits of today

are not made by the composer
alone. But, with music given more
time all the air than ever before, even
if mostly in recorded form, those who
select: the records to be heard play
an important role in helping a song
reach the hit parade. Typical of the
country's
leading "disc jockeys" is
New York's Martin Block. With his
Iour-and-a-hali hour "Make Believe
Ballroom," .heard from coast to coast
daily over the ABC network, he spins
the turntable probably for more hours
than any of his colleagues, yet with
the same aim in mind.
"We all try," he says, "to create
the illusion of a real broadcast, with
a lot of people having a lot of funin other words, enjoying music."
It was just twenty-one years ago
last month that Block first welcomed
people to his program, telling his listeners that the music they heard came

Julie Andrews, ster of musical
version of "High Tor."

from a' beautiful
crystal
ballroom,
going on and talking to the musicians
as if they were actually there by his
side, and generally making
a vivid
impression
with this "Make Believe
Ballroom,"
as well as virtually
originating the art of disc-jockeying.
"As far back as the early 20's, of
course, people were playing recorded
music on the air," Block says, "but

I was the first full-fledged

deejay.

Hmmnn
, .. Disc Jockey,
Who ver
invented the term-whatever
he may
have meant by it-I'm
told was referring to me. You get from it, though,
the picture of a fellow sitting
on a
stack of records and whirling
around
the phonograph
turntable.
I, personally, take it to apply to a man who
rides "his way into people's
home
and, I hope, affections
by playing
discs of popular artists."
Disc jockeys, of which
there are
some four thousand in this country,
Vidor Borge chats with Martin
in his "Make Believe Ballroom."

Block

are verj

much a local phenomenon.
"living
in th ir 0\\ n partkular envir nm nt, SI eking the language of
the avcrag
r id nt of their cit or
town," he point. out. "I kno\\ I feel
an intimal
r lati n hip \\ith Ii tenets
in th
lew
ork rca. And I pial
my role "ell n I nl becau I rei>
r S nt 8
mmunit
an I il tal;le bUI
hove 0 foir kno" ledge of music, glil>
ne
f t ngu • 0 peaking acquainton e \\ irh

m

an

t

produ

bility

of th
II

arli ts, and
Ill)

.poa,ar"

I."

'llillg Per o""lity

It i a
Onalil) thaI the public
bu -s. a cording I Block. who ,,;!h
his velv et v i e find chalt) t intimate
tyle has mast red th lechnique of
telling hi listen rs about the musk
they are h ring aod the product
they might do "ell to bu). "I try tc
let them
m as a gu .bo r-«
people and ruu i . All dL jockm
play 111 ame record •. It their 0>'
per naUt t that gel:; into the microphone that d I r-min ,"-hether or nol
the
atlract ti!5t ue~."
hil hj program;"
dir«ted ~t
lovers of good popular mu'i., Bloch
realization
that tllb pubU "rareh
draws th
urtain on
c1Lro.::-i - if
presented
io all inter ing popular
mann r" led him a couple of mOD~
ago to pia in an album of operabC
arias-in
in~trument.l ,-e~iOD of
~\lanto\:ani.
'".. ow thal \\8l; quite an e\enl:' lit
declar _. "The pboue calL. aft": I
pla)ed th record ...• People "anlJD;
to make sure (COlltUrUed OD Po.e49'
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Teacher's Roundtable

About
UNASHAMED
Accom panying

'I Mus • Doc• discusses new publicaMaul'ice Dumesnl.
tt
"
tions, the orlgm 0 f a f a mous melody and other ma ers.

atic performances in the historic The.
atre de Ia Monnaie, chamber mUSIC,

ception. The D minor ConcerL~, most
important of all Bach works .Ill that
form, ranks in difficulty WIth t?e
English Suites and the Partit.as, while
the F minor, shorter and easrer, take
its place between Volumes I and ll of
the Inventions.
All the above are publi hed by
Schott Freres, Brussels.

recitals,
publishing
houses
whose
yearly catalogues
show a constant

POPULAR

FROM

BELGIUM

known,
As IS well
in

Brussels ranks

high
Europe as an artistic ce~ter. Its musical activities are mamfold: symphony concerts in the magnificent Palais des Beaux-Arts, oper-

.

NURSERY

RHYMES

search for new crops of worthwhile
novelties. From the -latter I would like
to present
our fellow Round TabIers a selection drawn from a list
recently received:

to

"Dix Instantanes" (Ten Snapshots)
by A. de Boeck; a suite of short numbers ranging from the graceful to the
humorous, discreetly modern in spots
though never aggressively so.
"Histoires Anciennes sur un mode

nouveau" (Old Stories told in a new
mode) by P. Leemans; the work of a
musician who has something to say,
these distinctive miniatures are refreshing.
"Musique en sol" (music in G), six
little melodic and rhythmic sketches
by Eyangeline Lehman; in turn poetic
and colorful, these are meant to develop light and crisp touch, brilliancy
of incisive rhythm, delicacy and elegance and especially, modern pedaling. Those who will observe carefully
the pedal indications of the last three
numbers will be ready to confront
successfully the intricate problems of
the "Debussy blur."
Most popular among 1. S. Bach's
Concertos are the two in D minor and
F minor, just off the press in a new
edition revised by Alfred Cortot. This
revision is designed for the pianoperformance of works written for the
harpsichord originally and it includes
some particular modifications according to the specific resources of the
actual concert grand. Alfred Cortot's
name is the best guarantee of utmost
respect toward Bach's original Con-

Can you tell me the musical origin
of the melody know as Ah, vou
dirai-je, Maman? I have traced it to
Haydn's Symphony
No. 94 (" urprise"), and to the "Voriaiions
all a
Nursery Rhyme, Op. 25 by Ernst VOIl
Dohruinyi. I filld it also listed ill
Kochel 265, Mozart's "Tioeloe Variations on Ah, vous dirai-je, Maman."
-J. J. W. Pennsylvania
To my knowledge there is no traceable origin to this famous little tune
which has been used repeatedly since
Haydn's time. What Dohnanyi in particular has done with it is truly aston.
ishing. Color, drama, elegance, rhythmic swing, poetic feeling, aU mix up
in stunning contrasts which at the
end resolve themselves in utmost simplicity.
Ah, vous dirai·je, is a French nursery rhyme. All little children know it
and sing it. The second line continues
like this: "Ce qui cause ~on tourment." Which in English sums up to,
"Oh, shall I tell you, Mother, what is
the cause of my trouble."
I would say that the little melody
came~ out of the imagination of some
unknown and unheralded
musician.
There are many others, equally naive
and charming. Debussy loved them
and he used Do·do, l' Enfant do in
Jumbo's Lullaby of "Children's
Corner." He also introduced Nous n'irons
plus au bois, les lauriers sant coupes
prominently in his song Le Belle au
Bois dormant (Sleeping Beauty) and

the Gardens in lite rain.
WELCOME,
CHRISTIAN

JOHANN
BACH

All those wh 10' ensemblepl.).
ing-and
th y r legion-Will reo
j ic over th publicati n of Johann
hri tian
Bach's
three
natas for
pian , f ur hSlld§. I have received a
"j ust ofT th pr
.. copy of these delightful
mp siti ns, and I hasten 10
r ommend th m.
J hnnn hri lion, oft n referred to
as th
Iilan
r Engli h Bach,'IS
the I \1 nth
n of Johann bastian
and the youn
I f those who surviv d th ir fnth r. Born in Leipzigin
1735, he w 011 to Berlin at the agoof
Iourte n.
h re he lived with h.
broth r Philipp Emanuel and tuded
pianofort -playlng and composition.
But hi gaiet). f di p ition, possibly
increa ed b hi 4 quaintance wilt!
Italian
ing
led him to Milan
where he became a pupil of Padre
1artini. In 17 2 he migrated to Lon·
don wher
he r rnained until his
death in 1782.
The present
nata belongto the
earliest works of their kind, Mozart
being the fir t one to try his handin
that direction also in London.at IDe
age of nin . In 1765, a he wascon·
certizing there with his sister Nannen.
he composed the "Jugendsona18"in C
major
and One can infer therefrom
that tl~e latter had much to do "ith
Johann Cbri tian adopting the du~
form.
From a teaching tandpoint these
three
onala
ha\-e great value.The
teacber can pia each part alternaldy
with a student. then ha\-e twostudents
perform to~elher. To a certain exlent
such ensemble will be 8 drill in counl·
ing and applied salleggio. rio ~U
also be derived from this praclJce.
And the music i so fresh. so 8pootaneOUS, that it wiU be a welcome8dditi~D
to any recital program.
THEL\D

distinguished
BRITAIN'S
Moore is possibly the

from
an interview
with
Gerald

secured

by
Myles
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Gerald
greatest
accompanist of our time and one of
the greatest of all times, He is the
author of two delightful books, The
Unashamed Accompanist and Singer
and Accompanist, both published by
The Macmillan Company. He ranks
unsurpassed as a lecturer who manages to combine erudite material
with hilarious presentation. AU Mr.
Moore's versatile activities
have
earned him a position of eminence,
but he is most popularly associated
with his happy invention of the term
"the unashamed accompanist" which
attaches to him like a hall-mark. And
this is quite as it should be, since
the term sums up his professional
philosophy.
"Accompanying is neither a stopgap nor a second-choice," says Mr.
Moore. "It is an art in its own right,
requiring special training and, above
all, special aptitude. It is quite pos·
sible that a young man starting off
in the hope of becoming a concert
pianist may decide to become an ac·
companist, and turn out to be a good
one; but if he has been a disappointed
solo pianist for a number of years
and turns to accompanying in the
sense of taking a step downwards, he
will undoubtedly be a poor accom.
panist. Everywhere there are good
and bad accompanists; if the bad out.
number the good, it is, I think, because they have been devoting all
their thought, all their ardors, all their
training, to the goal of doing solo
work. Accompanying, they _.think, is
something they can fall back on. They

are undedicated and hence inefficient.
"The special aptitude of the accompanist, like that of the conductor, is
an affinity for ensemble playing. This,
in turn, guides his training. The good
accompanist is brought up on Mozart
and Beethoven violin sonatas, on the
songs of Schubert. Although needing
the full complement of pianistic tech.
nique at his command, he entirely
shifts the emphasis of his studies from
solo playing to ensemble work, the
intricacies of which require more
than finger. facility. Thus, the accompanist's training includes practice in
listening to others as they perform;
in working with others, both vocalists
and instrumentalists; in merging himself with the work of others; in under.
standing what this merging means,
"1 am strongly opposed to the kill.
ing of all individuality, in a kind of
well-meant but useless seH·immola.
tion. The great accompanist needs individuality; needs to demonstrate it.
However, the trick is so to adjust to
the work of others (who, in turn adjust to him), that the result is smooth
team-work. This cannot be too much
stressed. The accompanist must never
degenerate into a sleeping·partner in
the firm-indeed,
the audience should
not even be aware of senior or junior
partners! Such inequalities as may
exist between artist and accompanist
should he smoothed out during the
rehearsal period (which, needless to
say, should be adequate). The accompanist who is musically less experienced than the soloist for whom he
plays unquestionably
assumes the
position of junior partner at rehears.
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als, learning all he can, and ad~~ting
himself to surer and wiser decisions.
If, on the other hand, of the two artists,
the accompanist is musically mo:e ~xperienced, the soloist becomes the juruor
partner at rehearsals.
Please r~ad the
words at rehearsals in an emphatic tone.
In performance, the soloist is always
right. Whatever happens, for better or
worse he must be covered up-never
shown up. This is part of the accompanist's task. And that, precisely, is why
he must be a forceful personality.
"I think that we accompanists are too
often content to function in a detached,
almost casual manner, sitting in attitudes of modest self-effacement
while
the singer throws himself heart-and-soul
into the songs. This is a mistake. Without display, naturally, the accompanist
must live in the song as deeply as the
singer does. For this reason, he should
study the texts of the great songs, exactly as the singer does. Without this,
he is scarcely in a position to build a
balanced performance."
Gerald Moore has been building balanced performances
for over thirty
years. He began as professional accompanist at the age of fifteen. He made
his debut as a solo pianist some ten
years earlier. Born in Watford, Hertfordshire, near London, Gera ld Moore
began piano study at the age of five.
That same year, he appeared in his first
concert, at the Watford Music School.
Twenty-five young pupils took part;
twenty-five proud mothers helped swell
the audience. In due course, the Headmaster announced that Master Gerald
Moore would now play the Sonatina in
C, by Gurlitt-and
Master Moore burst
into tears. The Headmaster glossed over
the matter in terms of a momentary indisposition and Gerald
believed the
hideous incid~nt now closed. In this he
could not have been more mistaken.
Some time later, when the Headmaster
asked if he was now ready to play, he
answered "No." But his mothe~ intervened. "Yes, you are ready," she said;
"in any event, you are going to play!"
She lifted him up, set him on the pianostool, and stood over him while, still
weeping, he played the S.onatina. That
day, iron entered the soul of Gerald
Moore. "I have never cried on the stage
since then," he tells you, "even though
1 have sometimes felt like it."
Throughout his early school years, he
devoted more ardor to sports than to
music, and considered
practicing
a
nightmare. Still, he did it and thanks
to an inborn facility, got along well.
When he was thirteen,
his parents
moved to Toronto, Canada. In setting
up the new household, a piano had to
be bought, and Gerald's mother took
him along to tryout
instruments. The
salesman was so impressed with the
young
man's
unusual
ability
that
I

(Continued on Page 58)

MUSIC IN FOCUS
by JAMES B. FELTON
Camera Concert, New York
Last November 30 Bethany Beardsley,
with
Jacques
Monad
conducting.
a
chamber
ensemble, offered a magnificent performance
of Arnold
Sch~enberg's
Pier rot Lunaire. Having
Just
heard recent works of Stravinsky
and
Varese on the same concert, to which I
shall refer in a moment, we were at last
transported
to the assured
atmosphere
of a masterpiece of 20th century heeler.
Whether
the poems were grotesque
or
lightly fanciful in character,
the
onstant effect of sprechstimme-the
immediate sliding of the voice from a sung
pitch into a kind of semitonic speak.
ing-was
to render Miss Beardsley'
melody as an ecstatic recitation
of the
words.
"Deserts"
is a concoction
by Edgar
Varese for woodwind-brass-percussion
orchestra
and recorded magnetic
tapes
of various
sound effects,
which
are
played alternately with the orchestra'
"live" sounds. The original
source
f
these sound effects was not audibly discernible,
but most of them seemed to
derive from various factory
noisessuch as the throaty whine of a gigantic
power saw-extracted
hom their industrial context for M. Varese's
own purposes. His main purpose is, of course,
to arrange
these sounds into abstract
patterns
that will impress one's earor stun it-in a musical manner.

Visceral Shock
The live orchestra is used in the same
way. Melody is eliminated.
The instruments are piled up in chords whjch are
not only made of the most dissonant intervals available but are also spaced so
as to exploit the maximum intensity of
each instrument's
register.
M. Varese's
intention
thereby, 1 cannot
help but
think, is to stir or physically
jar the
viscera of each listener until the cumulative tension within him begins to resemble the emotional effect generated
by conventional
music.
The
soundeffects help, because they can be turned
into something louder and more excru_
ciating than the conventional
symphony
orchestra. 1 think the aesthetic
gesture
here is to shock tbe listener's
sensibility
with maximum physical violence-if
so
1 believe the gesture failed, simply he~
cause "Deserts"
wasn't loud and vio.
lent enough to shock.

Three sections of "organized sound"
are interpolated
between four instru.
mental sections, producing a dialectic
of sonorous
bloc that make one think,
however incongruously, of Cabrieli. "Of
the instrumental
music," Varese in.
forms u in the program notes, "it may
be said to evolve in opposing planes and
volumes.
BUI, while th intervals be.
tw n the pit hes determine these ever
changing
and
ntrasted volumes and
plan s, they ar nOI bn d on any fixed
et of intervnls su h n a scale, a series,
or any other exi,;lin~ principle of musical measurement.
They are determined
by the exigcncl ~ of this particular
work."
\ hat are these exigencies?
What f rmul principal of organization
tuk s Ih place or
I s or ~rie~?
Where does human logic gel a chance
to think and unfold itself in this tangle
of sounds?
Perhaps \1. Varese hasn't
had a chance to I II ue. AI an)' rate
these qu ~tion"l ar not answered in the
hearing
of "0
rte," whi h does not.
on firwt h a ring. tepee m an ae-thetie
advan
0\· r the "Ionization" of old,
either in f TIn or untent.
Before looking cl ser at travinsky's
"In Memoriam D) Ion Thomas," a song
for tenor
set 10 a poem by Dylan
Thoma .. 1 O1u..t 8)' IhoLthe whole,,·ork
sounded
~till·born. pinched and dessicated in performance. regardless of the
elegaic D,s<;;,ociulion inlended. One becomes uneasy. if not bored. as brief
moti fs (lhe)' are hardly melodies. and
certainly
unl -rical) spin Ihemseh-cs
into a utin nel of cardu.lIy calculaLed
textures. The _hadow of Webern. with·
out hjs substance.
falls across the apportioned measures Jike a gliding of dry
leaves O\-er glass. and in the eod we are
aW8re of nothjng but a sterile briltleness of sounds.
terile because the music eerns onlri\" d. forced; brittle. because it seem devoid utterly of spontaneou
motion_
The
ong is Ranked b an instrUmen·
tal prelude and IlOsllude for string quar·
tet and a trombone quartet. for which
Stravinsky
has wrilLen antiphonal can·
ons he call Dirge.-Canons. These three
sections, tripartite
in dIed. are ba~
on a s.ingle 6ve.-tone TOW" in its bastC
inverted.
retrograde
and retrogradeinverted forms. An analY9s of the.score
reveals the tenor's melody. as l\·ell as
its string quartel accompanimenl. as a

(Continued on Pog. 43)
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1
by Walter Terry

•

Melissa Hayden of the
New York City Ballet, frequently
seen on television.

Bambi linn and Red Alexander, one of the
most popular dance teams in television.

THE

TELEVISION

PRODUCTION

of "The

Sleeping Beanty,"

as

performed by the Sadler's
Wells Ballet, was me~tioned
briefly in. last
issue's "Dance Highlights."
Since that tune, the reviews have been written,
the audience rating established and, perhaps,
history, of a sort, has been
made.
"
ld
It appears now that no one dreamed th.at "The Sleeping ~ea~ty
wo~
have such a success on television. Accordmg
to those orgamzatIOns whIch
keep tabs on the popularity
of a show and list viewer ratings, the mill~ons
of persons who tuned in on "The Sleeping Beauty" apparently rem~lIled
content throughout
the ninety minutes it took to unf~ld an abb.revIa:ed
version of this ballet dassic. Frequently, the fickle publIc changes Its mmd
and the TV dial when any show runs for more than half an hour or, perhaps, an hour. Not so with the Sadler's Wells.
To supplement the rating reports, NBC-TV says that thousands .of ~etters
have poured into its offices telling of the enthusiasm
of adults and chIldren
alike. "The Sleeping Beauty" had been enormously. expen~ive to s~ge "for
television and the producers quite probably had then doubts about Its general appeaL Naturally, they were on just about as safe ground as they could
find for "The Sleeping Beauty" was a tale familiar to all (although
the
incl~sion of a distressingly
bad narrative
play suggested that some poor
soul doubted ~ven the elementary reading capacity of the public) and the
Sadler's Wells Ballet itself had long since proved its popularity (represented
by million dollar-phis sums at the box office) with American audiences.
At any rate, everyone
connected with te.I,evision a~d with baI,l,et was
surprised and delighted with the success of The SleepID~ ~eauty.
Some
of the dance experts could and did harp gently ~bout the rIdIculous playlet,
about favorite passages
which had been omItted and about some less
distinguished camera work but ballet, more than ever b~fore, throu?h this
presentation, made its power felt in the newest ~,f entertaIn.ment medIa.
Can the success of "The Sleeping Beauty
be dupltcated
and even
bettered? I hazard the guess that the network's
(Continued on Page 50)
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VIOLINIST'S

Reforming
the Reformers
by Alexander

A

LAW OF PHYSICS

is that every
action is followed by an equal,

opposite reaction.

This holds true for

most spheres of activity, including the
organ-builder's

craft.

mail received by this department,
questions asked and points raised in
]f

discussion are valid criteria, the organists in this country are rising up
in protest against modern trends in

organ-building, just as this twentiethcentury trend began as a protest
against the nineteenth. To amend the
faults of "romantic" - organ design,
some builders have gone to extremes
in the opposite direction.

Romantic.instruments were built to
play romantic music: the OuilmantWidoT "symphonies,"

the celestially

sweet works of Franck and Counod.
Angelic music called for angelic
stops. The diapason's voice was bland.
The fiery reeds were tamed. The
sounds .all ran together like watercolors. Pip'e organ tone became a sort
of goulash; a rich, gorgeous, blended
mush of sound.
In consequence, polyphony was
hopeless. The moving voices had no
tonal profile. Fugue subjects did not,
strictly speaking, enter; they trickled
in.
Bach-lovers, among them Dr. Albert
Schweitzer, protested. A pipe organ,
they said, should be an organ, not a
synthetic orchestra. Every stop ought
to have color and distinction, yet fit
into an ensemble.
So the pendulum began its backward swing. Instead of a creamy-·
smooth ensemble, the pipes of the
organ became a band of sharp-toothed
saws!
In this way many builders have
gone from one extreme to the other.
In place of organs on which it is impossible to play Bach, they are supplying instruments on which it is
difficult to play anything else.
Whether we like it or not, a great

Antiquated

A Beautiful
Legato-How

Combinations

We know of course that the eightfoot organ is a thing of the pastas it deserves to be. Installations
loaded with flute celestes, vox humanas and echo organs
are out of
date. That there must be a funda.
mental ensemble is acknowledged
by
all; only when this tonal backbone is
completed should we turn to the fancy
accessories known in the trade as
"gum drops." The idea of a completely augmented pedal is unthinkable
nowadays. We must have independ.
ent ensembles on every manual.
To .handicap an instrument, tonally
speakmg, by walling it up in an enclosed room or chamber, then COlDpe~sating by blasting the tone Lhrough
mam force mto a "dead" auditorium
is a -custom happily grown obsolete:

it Is Made

by Harold Berkley

McCurdy

many "cold" organs are being built
.
for placement
III
tona IIy "dea d"
buildings. The combination of bright.
Iy-voiced stops and limited reverberation makes a sharp wire-edged tone
which delights a certain type of organist to his very soul. This i the
man who is solely interested
in
Baroque and classical music. He is
also the man who, when a new organ
is built, has the principal say a to
what it shall consist of.
The builder, whatever his private
misgivings may be, is obliged to
please his customers. A number of
builders are worried by the trend
-toward -vinegar-voiced specifications,
and wonder how far it will go. Increasingly
they
find
them. elve
obliged to build instrument
with
whose specifications and placements
they do not agree. Just recently r
had a long letter from a major builder
who feels there ought to be a meeting
of organists and builders to oppose
unbalanced ideas of today. The antiromantic reaction is in danger of going to equal extremes of its own.

FORUM

Yet in its J lace have grown up
others equally singular. The new
chool goes to extremes no less than
the old, refle ling perhaps our na.
ti na l t nd ncy to go "all out" for an
id a. If th tr nd is romantic, no lush.
ne
an b t
lu h. If "clarified en.
S mble"
i th order of the day, we
will ulc for nothing short of an airraid siren's clarity. I r ently plajed
a small organ which i the very epitome of what
rtnin organLts mean
by th w rd "Baroque." When I first
heard the astringent tone of this intrument,l
fell a if a sharp steel
com w r bing pulled throughthe
f w remaining
hair on my head.The
littl
r d had a na Iy sound; the
wh I
n mbl wa anything hul
plea nl.
o b
ur t there are times and
pia
when tone with a cuuieg edge
is d irabl. Brilliant reed havegi'.
en a nne a ounl of th mselves at lhe
Cath dral f l. John the Divine.But
these O1u I ound the whole lengthof
the cathedral'
601-foot nave, "down
the long L unbroken vista in Christendom," with 16 million cubic feet
of air to be put in motion.
The lillie baroque in trument which
set my teeth On edge was in just the
oppo ite case. It was in a smallbuilding, acou Lically as dead as dead
could be. The builder evidently su~
posed tha t th il1strwnent wouldhe
placed in 8 resonant room where it
~
would have a chance to speak. I am
perfectly certain that if this wereso
-that
if the in trumenl, exactlyas it
stands, were housed in aD auditorium
with
suitable
acousti
its lone
would be • thing 01 splendor.
I am equally certain that a careful
builder
ouJd build au instrumea'
for the small dead room, with tone
scaled down to match the room'!
acousti
. which would gi\'C pleasure
to lh performer and to c\'eryoDe ~ho
beard it. (Continued on Page 52)

M

ANY VIOLIN teachers encourage their students to hear firstclass singing as often as possible. No
advice could be better, for there is
much to be learned from a good
singer <aboutphrasing, legato, and the
molding of a musical line. But I have
yet to hear of the singing teacher who
advises his pupils to hear top-flight
violinists, even though the really great
violinist can teach the young singer
a great deal about these very same
qualities. For the violinist does not
have to take a breath every few measures; he can sustain a cantabile passage for several lines if the music so
requires. Anyone who heard the late
Jacques Thibaud at his best is not
likely to forget his playing of a
lengthy cantilena passage-it
was as
effortless and as pliant as the gliding
of a seagull.
Nothing in violin playing is more
beautifully effective, or more characteristic of the instrument, than a
smooth yet flexible legato, a legato
that can give life and color to the
tone while remaining even and unbroken. Yet not very many students
are taught the means of producing
such an effect. Time and again I have
had pupils come to me for audition
who .complained that they- were unable to produce a flowing quality of
tone, and did not know why.
Before going further it might be
as well to define what I mean by the
legato. To me the word implies not
only the smooth connection of two or
more notes in a single bow-stroke,
hut also the even and unbroken playing of one note to .each stroke. The
perfectly smooth changing of one
stroke into the next is the first requi~
site for a satisfying legato.
This, of course, cannot be consistently done without a trained and
sensitive right hand. The use of the
Wrist-and-Finger Motion (see ETUDE
for May aud December 1952 and
December 1954) must be continually

and subconsciously made at each
change of bow and in all parts of
the bow. So long as the player must
think about its use, the Motion will
not be smooth-consequently
the legato will not be smooth either. But
as soon as the player 'can make it
without having to think about it, then
the change of bow becomes smooth
and inaudible, with consequent improvement in the legato and in the
general tone quality.
At first, the legato should be practiced on one string until the change
of bow is rarely heard, and it is remarkable how early in the pupil's
advancement this can be attainedgiven proper guidance. Preliminary
exercises should be as near as pos. sible, along the lines indicated in
Exs. A and B.

dously in mastering an even change
of bow on one string.
Many quite advanced players have
difficulty crossing from one string to
the next without giving a slight accent to the second note. This is particularly noticeable when the change
of string coincides with the change
of bow. As an example of the first
difficulty take Ex. C, from the Andante of the Mendelssohn Concerto:

Far too often one hears a slight accent on the C and another one on the
B. The second difficulty-change
of
string coinciding with change of bow
-can he illustrated by Ex. D, the
opening phrase of Handel's D major
Sonata:
Ex. D Adagio

~I

•

p,,'j1?TJ

Ex. Al should be practiced at first
with slow whole bows, and then with
half strokes in each half of the bow.
This applies also to Ex. A2. In Ex. B,
hoth 1 and 2 should be played with
the whole length of the bow. These
exercises are given only for promoting an inaudible change of bow; the
real problem of legato playing arises
when strings have to be crossed. This
should not be embarked upon until
the bow change on one string is al·
most unnoticeable.
Of course, the pupil will be crossing strings in solos and studies while
he is mastering the smooth bow
change on a single string, but it is
just as well not to bother him with
the new problem until he has a fair
control of the first one. However, this
control need not be complete before
the teacher introduces the technique
for crossing string in legato, for work.
ing on this technique helps tremen·

0

,

"

'-

Very often there is a break in the
flow of tone from the Fvsharp to the
A; or if no break is audible, there
is an accent on the A. Such faults
are small in themselves, but they can
destroy the effect of a passage otherwise very well played.
The cause of the fault is that the
bow is not close enough to the next
string at the moment the change is
made, and therefore has to move
quickly-producing
an accent. In the
Handel example and other passages
of single bows, there may also be a
lack of the Wrist.and-Finger Motion.
To avoid the fault one must realize
that in such passages the bow cannot
move in a straight line and then rise
or fall suddenly to the next string.
Instead, it should move gradually towards the next string so that at the
moment of change the hair is but a
fraction of a millimeter from the
string to which it is going. I have
termed this Round Bowing because
the bow moves in a vertical curve
rather than (Continued on Pn!'.e 53)
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THROUGH THEIR MUSIC

they
build
democracy

Un~pOCO maestoso (
54
1 ~

rt=
lea:

.I

!. ~.~lj.
,I; 1;;, ~ ~rc-

"

for better living.
a regular

part of the orchestra's

program.

N

EARLY 100 young

musicians, all under 21 years of
..... age, all nelieving music so essential to better living
that they eagerly carry it to remote sections of their state

---':"suchis Central Kentucky's

famed Youth

Symphony

Orchestra. After listening to their programs you naturally
conclude that this highly integrated group must have had

years of ensemble playing. The real story of these young
troubadors,
however, dates back only a few years.
Founded in 1947 by Dr. Thornton Scott, Mr. Howard
Pence (first conductor), and Mr. Chester Travelstead,
the

original group of 14 string players had more than trebled
in size by 1950. In that year the Juniors undertook a
major project: drafting their new Constitution. At .times
lleated discussions characterized their Saturday morning
rehearsal periods.
"We have wrangled too long now over the whole thing/'
finally declared one of the older boys. "For six weeks
most of aUf time has been spent arguing rather than playing music. I'm for passing it as is. If it doesn't work, we'll
just have to· dream up something else."
"No, I object," piped up a youthful 9th Grader. "We
are a democratic outfit. Democracy always takes a little
longer, but it's the best in the end. We need a Constitution
that's -right. Let's stick till we get it."
This same spirit dominates today's organization of 36
boys and 60 girls, the majority of whom are Junior and
Senior high school students living within a 60-mile radius
of Lexington. They range in age from 12 to 20 ye"ars_
The Orchestra is sponsored by the Youth Society of Central Kentucky, and is strictly a non-profit group.

by

l

It!

rrna

Ryland

Graves

As a youth-group it is uniqu in it
i-up and pcllcies.
Lacking adult symphony
u] P n ( xlngton ha only
its University of Kentucky orch lra), its member earl)'
develop sell-reliance. Th)
Ie 1 their o\\n m mbcrs. The~
annually tour the hinterland,
raising
uhural leHls. In
their earnest desire to arry mu ic to outl -ing districts
and help raise standards in their o\\n city, the)· are dail)
building better community relation_.
Direction of the Symphony i '" ted in their Junior
Advisory Board, the enior
dull Board. and their con·
ductor. The Junior Board of nine elected members works
under the guidance of the or hestra'
conductor. :\Ir.
Marvin Rabin. From this admini Lrali\e committee two
members are appointed to attend ea h dult Board rn~eting and report back to the gron p.
Since orchestra member hip i limited to l08--wilh
a waiting list of over 100--competition
for \-aeaucies is
exceedingly keen.
nlike mo t Junior organizations Ihe
Kentucky group does not rely upon l.he customary audio
tion. For three weeks, pro pective members become provisional Juniors and are treaLed a
uch. They attend
reg~lar weekly rehearsals, first playing with their own
sectIOnal leaders, later with the full or heslrs under
Mr. Rabin.
At the end of l.he period a conference is held belween
the director, sectional leaders_ and the Junior dyisory
B?ard. ~he applicant's character and ability as \,ell 85
hIS ~uslcal
attainments are carefully studied. Will he
~ontl.nue his music study? ]s he djligent? Will he fit
111 WIth the others?
(Continued on Page-l8l
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The Cuckoo

Comes Mar$,hinglHome

Fa Ik songs are like some people __ footloose and fancy-free. Sometimes the tune
of one song gets transferred
to a totally different set of words. The "Cuckoo" tune,
which hails from the southern mountains, is also sung as"Clinch'Mountain~'
"Rye
Wh iskey," "Ra.il road Corral" __ and, with some variations, as the recent popular
song, "Shrimp Boats A-Camin'. Jl: Grade 2~
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Patrick S. Gilmore, bandmaster of the Union Army in·.Civil War days wrote:_or,
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(Continued from Page 22)
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Start NOW toward
Greater Success
Get the training every musician wants.
. to advance further
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DIPLOMA
or Bachelor's Degree
Become affiliated with a school that has earned the
recommendation of thousands of successful teachers
and professional musicians for over 50 years. We are
the only school giving instruction in music by the
Home-Study Method, which includes in its curriculum
all tile ccro-ses necessary to obtain the Degree of
Bachelor of Music.
Turn Spare Time into Profitable Study!
Schedules of busy musicians and teachers seldom
permit a return to formal classes, but they can advance
rapidly through Extension Courses. These need not
interfere in any way with regular work. The progressive musician, busy as he may be, realizes the value
of further study and finds the time for it, proceeding
whenever spare moments are available.
and mail coupon for
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continuous and strict interlocking of the
tune-row in its various contrapuntal
shapes; the canons are built likewise,
plus the addition of recurrent rhythmic
shape to the row-motif. Here is a case
of "academic" row technique which, I
am afraid, is susceptible to the charge
of cerebralism often made against
Schoenberg, who never clung doggedly
to a priori formulas, as this piece of
Stravinsky's appears
to do. If the

creator. I mean to suggest that "In
Memoriam Dylan Thomas" is a contrived product that is not successful
Stravinsky, which may in turn suggest
to those who agree with me that the
anticipated rapprochement between serial and neo-classical concepts will not
be an easy one, if it is to come at all.
It will be interesting to see what compromise procedures
followers of the
Stravinsky camp will elect, now that the
master has re-oriented their aspirations
once again-this
time in the direction
of dodecaphony, forbidden fruit of the
past!
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analogy is with Webern, so much the
worse, for in spite of Webern's tendency toward canonic circularity.
his
handling
of his basic material was at
least plastic and fluent.
It is not hard to understand
why
Stravinsky
has been attracted
in the
past few years to the techniques
so
closely associated with tone-row music,
for they provide the means of fashioning
tightness
and control over basic ideas
that Stravinsky continually
aspires toward. But economy can crawl into miserliness and constructive logic can turn
to stone, when imaginative
goals are
either forsaken or exaggerated by their
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worthy singer from advancing. If a lyric
soprano happened to be six feet tall, she
would hardly be selected as an ideal
(Continued from Page 13)
Mimi or Butterfly; but apart from
physical characteristics
so marked as to
teacher. Only when the voice is corfine American voices to their fullest
spoil a part, beauty as such doesn't
rectly placed and set and fluent sl~ould
career potentialities.
mean too much. The sort of appearance
he progress to operatic
studies WIth a
"On the whole, I should say that the
I am talking about and which every
coach.
young American
singer needs absooperatic
candidate
can acquire is the
"Apart from learning
his necessary
lutely sure vocal techniques; absolutely
result of body control. This has nothing
vocal skills, the operatic
candidate
sure musicianship
and all which that
to do with beauty, and is indispensable
should acquire at least a basic working
implies; and absolutely sure command
on the stage. Regular physical exercises
knowledge
of musical
theory, chords,
of operatic roles, styles, and stage reare helpful. I also advocate fencing and
intervals, etc. This is necessary
10 dequirements. When these elements are
dancing. Indeed. certain operas require
velop the acute hearing which plays so
developed to the point where they match
skill in these fields. In casting "Don
vital a role in maintaining
good pitch,
the quality of the excellent vocal maCiovanni"
or the "Tales of Hoffman"
at all times and under all circumstances.
terial, American opera singers will rank
I often find difficulty in gelling hold of
among the finest in the world. How
"Good hearing is a fine way of develsingers who an fence well. This is a
then, is this to be achieved?
oping musicality. Singer's are not alpity, for fen ing should form part of
"In the first place, I believe there
ways.musical!
For some reason, there
the t rnining for tage work. 10 dancing,
should be made a clear distinction beare always a few vocalists who remain
tween voice teaching and operatic trainthe singer improves grace and surety of
content merely to sing. And the odd
ing. Coaches don't make the best teachmovement,
and also helps himself to
thing is that many of these often beers, and teachers aren't always experts
absorb necea ary styles. Every operatic
come the more reliable members
of a
in coaching opera. In their understandcandidate
should be able to dance a
company! Realizing their shortcomings,
able zeal for good tones, teachers can
minuet, a gevott
he should also know
they tend to work more diligently
at
sometimes overlook
purely
musical
their singing than those who are conthe per-iods I which these donees be.
(non-vocal) problems which are harder
long.
scious of knowing a lot and thus deto set right, in later years. The phrasing
velop the habit of 'Improvising.'
"The
metter
of periods leads us
of an aria, the inculcation of style, the
"The operatic candidate
also needs
straight
into the next requirement for
co-ordinating of singing and gestures
to look well on the stage. Here I am in
operuti
success. This is a sure knowl.
are but a few of the problems which
no sense talking about outstanding
peredge of styles and the epochs which
come up constantly and which are best
they refle t.
sonal beauty-that
is a separate
and
solved by an experienced
operatic
special gift which one either
has or
"Here, a general smattering is not
coach. The student should, of course,
lacks. I may say, too, that lack of pulenough.
Pretty
much anyone has a
build his vocal training first with his
chritude has never yet kept an otherwise
vagu
kind of feeling that Aida and
Zerlina are nor cut from the same bolt
of cloth. The thing is to know the
period. ils hi tory. the aspects of its
people. what they did. how they lived,
/(1l1", , J il.Q~tr }tJ1lf'nJ
2 1J'(~oJ:J)
how they dr ssed and walked and
moved.
and
why.
uch knowledge
Teaches the plano student the rudiments of harmony and their application.
Stresse~ .chords
and chard. progressions,
keyboard
harmony
drills and
should extend to a basic familiarity with
ear training.
Book I-Beginners
Grade
Level 6Sc
costumes.
make-up.
fabrics, etc. The
Book II-Intermediate
Grade
Level 1.00
moment a rol is put into one's hand. he
should be aware of its period. its style,
and all that these imply.
"The American singer has a further
responsibility
to master languages. In
Five goy and easy boogie studies for the beginning
pianist.
Europe.
most
operatic
performers sing
... 60
chiefly in their own language. Here,
where opera is given. for the most part,
in the language of origin rather than in
by HAZEl COBB
that
of the country, even the beginner
A n~w ap~roac.h to nate reading!
Immediately
establishes
the
placement
must expect to sing in English, French,
of rune strategIc
keys-the
five Cs and four G's. Reading is
facilitated
and Italian-Cerman,
too, if be bas his
by further relating these keys to all other notes ..
.75
eyes on Wagner. And language study
DO IT YOURSElF ON THE
requires more than a phonetic parroting of words! One should be able to
NINE GOLDEN KEYSTO EASY READING
understand
his part fully, and to read
.
by HAZEl COBB and EUGENIA
ROBINSON
and to speak with a good pronunciation
Outs~on~rng new su~plementary
material
to the original volume.
An
which will not give offense.
cpplicction of the principles in the "Nine Colden Keys 10 Easy Reading"
"My work as Ceneral Director of the
POPULAR PIANO CHORD METHOD
.75
New York City Opera involves the production of operas. as well as the audio
by JEAN STRONG and IRVING CHOSAK
tioning
of candidates. This is always an
Satisfies the beginner
by teaching basic chords
d .
I
.
interesting
task since, as I said earlier,
d
I .
h
use In popu or mus-e
~n
app ylng t .em to melodies-makes
teaching
easier
and
f
opera requires
singers as much as
(Includes teacher s supplement)
aster
..................
100
singers require operatic work! Not ev·
Sold 10>' FREE Pi.lIlo C<Jltlln.(
. . ..
.
ery audition
leads to an engagement,
nor is it meant to. A wise young singer
1619 B,oadwoy, New Yo,k 19, N. Y.
will seek an audition early in his career,
for the chance of getting experienced
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advice. For this kind of audition, it is
not necessary to have mastered many
roles. A few operatic arias are quite
enough. I am always willing to grant
an audition on such a basis. And I can
give no further advice on what to do
about getting into opera, until I have
heard the singer.
"Audition candidates, on the whole,
reveal more or less the same set of
problems-beginners'
problems. From
the operatic viewpoint, one of the chief
of these is the inability to stay on pitch.
This indicates one of two grave faults:
insufficientear-training,
or some carelessnessor actual huh in -the basic production technique. It is here that the
teachermust help, since general random
counsels can be of little use. On the
whole, I can say only that the voice
which is badly placed or inadequately
supported will go off pitch. Again,
faulty breath control often causes a
singer to break up a phrase which he
is unable to sustain, and the danger is .
that he nearly always makes the break
in the wrong place, operatically speaking. In this case, it is the coach who
must help.

An American Habit
"In working with the American
singers, I have been unable to overlook
one rather odd rehearsal habit which I
have found nowhere else and which I
wouldhe most happy not to find at all.
This is the habit of marking an octave
belowactual pitch. At rehearsals, certainly,no one expects the performers to
work all the time in fuJI voice. But
when they start marking, they should
singthe actual pitch. Reducing dynamo
ics is right and sound; it spares the
voiceand thus helps it. But any deviationfrom pitch has exactly the opposite
effect. It does not spare the voice-indeed, it constricts it, in the sense of
making it harder to attack the higher
actual pitch at the performance.
"Finally, the candidate for operatic
honors needs experience. This opens a
sorequestion, for one can't get experience without public stage performance
-and one can't get work on a stage
withoutsome experience! In some European houses, a determined
young
singercan obtain work on a volunteer
~asis (that is, he is allowed to go on
III very small parts
for the chance to
learn, without pay), but that is not
a.llowedhere. The only thing the ambitious young American singer can do,
then,is to perfect himself in the skills
requiredin operatic work and audition
untilhe find's his opening: He will have
the best chance, of course, if he has a
truly fine voice. He will fortify that
chanceif, in addition to a fine voice, he
knowshow to use it, how to behave on
a stage, and how to conduct himself in
t~e various roles. From that point on,
hiS progress will keep pace
with his
experience."
THE END
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Billy loved his blocks, remember? Built bridges,
skyscrapers, tunnels. The hands fumbled but
that eager young mind was already demanding
a purpose. Today, at six, that purpose seems to be
comic books and TV. So what do you do? Give
young Bill something to build with again. Start his
piano lessons when he starts to school ... on the
instrument he will respect ... the beautiful,
clear-voiced Acrosonic by Baldwin. Music will
become a fascinating new project for that eager
young mind ; a colorful, exciting new world to
explore. Bill will be a happier boy, a finer man
because you gave him a purpose.
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l
of Aida forget, namely that the
5~~~eis filled with pulsing drama and
heart.movingpathos as well as splendor
d spectacle; his always beautiful adan
.
hiIS
'ustmentof orchestra to t 1ie VOIces;
J hiliry to penetrate into the deepest
a
•
recessesof the score to pomt up nuances
and eHects often disregarded
by others
.c.these are qualities that again and
aO"ainremind us of Toscanini
at La
S~ala, The recording
is superlative.
0
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opening of the second part which Ernest
Newman has described as "music of
felicity." Sir Malcolm Sargent and the
Huddersfield
Society have had such a
long and intimate association with this
music that their performance must be
considered the last' word in authority.
All three soloists are excellent, and the
recording meets the usually high standard set in this direction by Angel.
(Angel set B-3543)
-David
Ewen

(Angelset C·3525)

ELECTRIC METRONOME
end watch

tory as taught by the Catholic Church.
The music continually moves-from
the
opening
Prelude whose spir ituality reo
minds us of that Of Parsifal-on
an exalted plane, filled with eloquent poetic
concepts
and vivid musical imagery. I
know of few moments in contemporary
choral music to match the grandeur of
that in which, at the end of the first
part, Gerontius commends his soul to
God in "Novissima
hera est" or the

Rachmaninoff:

Third

Concerto

Of recorded performance
we ought to
ask two questions:
Does it meet the
general stylistic and technical
requirements of the music and (2) is there an
alternative
version which may be considered superior?
In the case of the
GileJs recording (for Angel)
of Rachmaninoff's
Third Piano
Concerto
the
answer to both these questions
is yes.
(Notice that in a "live" performance
we
need ask only the first question, though
the second will arise in discussion,
inevitably.]
If the Brahms B-Aat Piano Concerto
was described as a "symphony
with piano obbligato,"
the Rachmaninoff
D
Minor (No.3) perhaps may be summed
up as a "symphony for piano with or.
chestral obbligato." From this epigram
it follows that the pianist
must command unusual' resources.
Gilels does
this. His playing generates
the sheer
brute force necessary to produce
the
large mass of sound indicated
at vericus points. He has the speed of finger to
cope with the thickly
textured
solo
which often moves with the utmost
velocity. He can play with delicacy. His
tone sometimes takes on a softness in
keeping with the sweet-sad melancholy
of
Rachmaninoff's
melodic
idiom
though more often his tone is firm. And
he has the rhythmic sense to maintain
balance. Having admitted all this, one
must yet prefer the Horowitz
version
with Reiner. Gilels cannot
approach
Horowitz in the production of the "melt.
ing tone," the dazzling array of keyboard colors and the furious tension and
drive that make the concerto
emerge
smoking from the keyboard when Horo.
witz is there. Horowitz'
playing
has
greater
delicacy,
clarity,
verve
and
pointed rhythmic thrust. One may say
that, metaphorically,
the temperament
of Horowitz is aristocratic,
like that of
Rachmaninoff,
whereas Gilels has certain slight crudities that are more ex.
pected of the peasant. We know that
peasants do not play piano concertos

but a
exhibit
found
all to
Reiner

great pianist such as Gilels may
orne cha racr ristics more often
in peasants. The engineering is
the advantage of Angel though
makes the orchestra more essertive than Ctuyrens. (Angel 35230)
-Arthur
Darack
VCl'{li:

Aid"

Tullio Serafin conducting the orchesIra and chorus of La cala, with Maria
~Ieneghini
Callas.
Richard Tucker,
fedora
Barbieri,
Tito Gobbi, Nicola
Zaccaria,
Franco Ricciardi, and Elvira
Galassi. Angel. Set C·3525.
Willi seven re ordings in the current
long-playing
record catalogue of the
complete opera, nine more of the opera
in excerpts, and two others of the opera
in a symphonic
arrangement without
the voices.
it might reasonably be
asked:
Why 51 ill another complete
Aida? The query receives a decisive
answer from even a first hearing of
this recording.
This is without doubt
the definitive recording or this beloved
opera, and it is likely to remain definitive for a long time to come. If. as they
say. Aida is only as good as the voices
that sing it, then we have here at least
one salient reason for .he majesty of
this performance.
To my mind. Anna
Meneghini
Callas is the foremost Aida
today, and I do not exclude Tebaldi. If
she lacks some of Tebaldi's radiance
of voice, and her exquisite use of the
softer tones, she nevertheless clln endow
the role with vocal lustrousness while
remaining true to the most exacting demands of the printed notes. something
that it not always true of Tebaldi. The
beauty and freshness of voice of her
supporting
singers--particularly
Richard Tucker, Fedora Barbieri. and Tito
Gobbi-do
full ~ustice to the aristo·
cracy of Verdi's lyricism. But the tour
de force of the entire performance is
Serafin's. His sense for detail. without
losing the sweep of the overall design;
his penetrating
musicianship which
recognizes what so many other conduc·

AramKhatchaturian: Gayne Suite
To a balletomane the Angel recording of the Khatchaturian
Ballet suite
will give uncritical enjoyment. What it
causesto a trained, discerning ear, is
annoyanceand wonder that such fine
orchestralplaying should be put to the
serviceof a piece of, at best, mediocre,
stale,usual rehash of musical clichesRussian orientalisms
La Bcrodine,
palestItalian operatic formulas, etc.
The opening movement is attractive,
has color, rhythm, general
vivacity.
Yetit is marred by squareness of struclure, everlasting four-bar phrases and
tediousrepeats of motive and ornamentation.
The myth of Khatchaturlan's
great
abilityas composer is surely helped by
hisbusinessacumen. The average, feebly trained musical listener hears this
frenziedcascade of embroidered cliches
and banalities and says to himself delightedly:"At last, this is 'modern music' I do understand!"
These are the
unwillingears deaf to the best of Prokofiev,Shostakovitch, Schoenberg
and
Stravinsky.These are the listeners who,
after fifteen years of subscribing to orchestral series, cancel their subscription; who refuse to lend ear to the few
excellentrecordings that exist-of
the
finest music of today. (Angel 35277)
-Lazare
Saminsky

a

0/ Gerolltius
Sir Malcolm Sargent conducting the
Huddersfield Choral Society and the
LiverpoolPhilharmonic Orchestra, with
Marjorie Thomas, Richard Lewis, and
JohnCamerson.
Elgar is now regarded by most as
old·hatand, truthfully, much of what
he has written appears to us today as
stylizedand old fashioned as many midVictoriannovels. But that man had a
richpoetic vein, and at times a glowing
mysticism,which endow his best pages
witha radiance that has lost little of
its one·timelustre, The Dream of Ger·
on/ius must rank not only with his scat·
tered few masterworks, but with the
most important oratorios of the 20th
century.Based on the poem of Cardinal
Newman,this oratorio consists of a
sUccessionof lyric and dramatic epi·
sod~swhich portray-musically
as well
as In text-the doctrine of the Purga.
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Here are the three best known ways CO quickly solve
your tuning and intonation problems-group
or individual. The Conn STROBOCONN, STROBOTUNER, and
LEKTRO-TUNER
enable you to solve quickly and surely
- problems in all phases of tonal dynamics. This ineludes pitch, intonation, ear-training, and tuning. These
sensational electronic devices, designed and developed
by Conn are porrable.accurare and easy co operate. You'll
find anyone of them a valuable cool in bui!din.g a
finer-sounding instrumental and choral -orgemzanon.
Ideal for rhe individual artist as well.

STROBOCONN- The world'sbestand fastest
way to ccrrecr vocal or instrumental performance. Corrects intonation of entire chords by
letting you see as wellas heardeviationswithin
1/100th semi-tone accuracy.Retailsfor $695.00.

Elgar: The Dream
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It will be a Special Music Educational Issue

The STROBOTUNER is ideal for sectional and
individual student use to "dean up" rough
intonation problems. Full 84 semi-tone range.
Completely portable. Retailsfor $197.50.
The versatile LEKTRO- TUNER isthe swift, sure.
ptactical way to tune bands and orchestras and
keep them in tune during concertsand rehears.
alsoPortable, Retails for $59.75.
For complete information about the STROBQ.
CONN, STROBOTUNER and LEKTRO.TUNER,
see your music dealer - or write to Dept. 259.
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NO MORE lost, strayed, frayed or soiled
sheetmusic.No morefranticsearchthrough
mixed-upstacksof muddledmusic! Don't
pileit- FILE it in the wonderfulfinger-tip
traysof a modernTON Kabinet.Thousands
saythere'snothingelse so handy;noother
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illustrated data with hand~ hints
on filing, and name of nearest
dealer. TONK Mtg. Co., 1916 N.
Magnolia Ave., Chicago 14, III.

PIANO TEA CHERS !
You can teach accordion
successfully by using the

most

PAGANI
ACCORDION LIBRARY
Most complete and outstanding
course of accordion study. Wide·
Iy acclaimed by thousands of
teachers.
Send for free catalog
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Although
this procedure
is more
time-consuming,
Mr. Rabin feels that
in the long run it assures greater success. Too often snap judgments
color
auditions. "This plan, suggested by the
youngsters
themselves,
is not only
fairer but decidedly more democratic,"
he points out. "It places responsibility
for the selection of new members
directly on their shoulders. Which is as
it should be, for excluding purely technical knowledge, they can tell more
about a prospective member in a few
minutes than 1 could find out in a year.
Furthermore
they have discovered
that
to maintain the high professional
standards they have set up, they must judge
impartially."
Discipline cases, while rare, receive
special attention. Recently one of the
girls, guilty of several unexcused
tardinesses, was called before the Junior
Board. According to their Constitution,
her actions merited summary dismissal
from the group.
But these boys and girls, demonstrating
a wisdom far in advance of
their years, questioned the advisability
of such a move. The girl had few oppor.tunities for social contacts. Her mother
worked. If she were dropped she might,
as one boy put it, "crack up in general."
Their duty as citizens was clear. They
must help her regain her old status. By
unanimous vote they put her on probation. She proved the Board's faith in her
by gradually
becoming once more a
member "in good and regular
stand.
ing."
While the Juniors are unusually
selfreliant, naturally the Adult Board deter.
mines all major policies. It sets up the
annual budget, hires the director,
and
plans the year's schedule. But this is
not all. Its high-spirited
members
actually participate in an annual program.
Each year they polish up their perennial favorite, Haydn's "Toy Symphony"
(incidentally
the extent of their reper.tory), for presentation
at one of the
rehearsal-concerts.
To many of them the
experience is a lesson in practical
values, for not infrequently they find themselves struggling with the same difficulties encountered
by their young contemporaries.
Informal
rehearsal-concerts
(not to
be confused with the two main programs) usually average around 13 each
season and are open to the public. Since
the major aim of the orchestra is development of its young people and their
music, the audience frequently
consists
of interested
civic leaders,
ministers,
educators,
as well as the customary
quota of parents.
On these. occasions the Juniors take

from Page 26)
over-either
before or after the concert.
In the informal
discussion .period they
answer questions
and give brief talks
on some phase of orchestral work. Each
concert is fol1owed by a social hour.
Several school concerts are scheduled
in the rehearsal-concert
program including the two especially
prepared for
nursery grou'ps, their teachers and par.
ents. In fact it is the close, friendly
relationship
between the Juniors and
the public schools that has contributed
so much to the success of the Youth
Orchestra.
No one can become a member without permission of his school
music director.
From a strictly musical angle, the
Orchestra's
two main programs highlight their annual season. Here again
certain femures stamp them as unique.
First, a student-selected
conductor directs one number. Second, a major work
of a local composer especially written
"for the Youth
Orchestra is included.
(The Orchestra
annually commissions
these new works.) In conjunction with
this latter policy the Orchestra makes
all manuscript
copies available to other
youth orchestras
at no additional cost.
There is but one stipulation: that the
Kentucky
group be credited with the
premiere.
While these two concerts are a gauge
of the Juniors'
musical ability, their
state-wide
reputation
as musical trouhadcrs stems from their annual tour.
Orchestra
members eagerly look forward to "going on the road." with their
many adventures in musical friendships.
It is not unusual for them to play in
communities
that have never before
listened to a musical organization.
Long before the tour starts several
mailers of general
policy are agreed
upon. No 'admission fee is to be charged
school children.
Adults may pay 10
cents or make a voluntary contribution.
All money received by the Orchestra is
donated to the local community's music
program.
Each concert also is provisional. It wil l be given provided the
community's
young people attend so
that an after-concert
social hour can be
arranged.
Lexington,
"parent" city of the Orchestra, numbers little over 55,000, yet
it experienced
little difficulty in raising
its 1954-55 budget of $9500. "Youth
Symphony Week," so proclaimed by the
mayor, lasted from September 12·191h.
During this time there was a systematic
canvass of residential sections (each of
the 100 members had an individual goal
of 825), business houses, patrons, Mothers' Club, and out-of-town members. On
Junior "Tag Day" members sold red
and white buttons at ten cents each.
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supplemented
(Eac h sale was generally
. )
bya generous donatIon:
...
E ch year some special project IS Illdud:d in the annual budget. This season\''3200 has been ear-marked for purand to proh se of new instruments
ena
•
f
h
id a two·week musrc camp
or t e
vie
he
soecial
entire orchestra. Last year t e specre
fund took the orchestra personnel of
120, including l~ chaperones,
on a
four.daytrip to Chicago where they had
been invited to appear at ~he Music
Educators'National Convention.
Kentuckymay well be proud of its
YouthOrchestra for besides inculcating
high musical standards, it develops a
juniorcitizenship that has no problems
ofjuveniledelinquency. Its well planned
programgives t~en.agers pl~nty to do
in their spare ume. In helping others
theyalso help themselves, for as one
Juniorremarked, "I've learned more in
just one year of group participation
thanall the years I've studied music."

THE END

SOUTHPAW SOLO FLIGHT
(Continued from Page 12)
treble,it is inclined to "grab" for the
notes,the effect similar to that of the
novicerunner who, on the homestretch,
drivestoo hard and with his last gasp
onlyhopeshe may break the finish tape.
MissKochcounseled that the technique
shouldbe that of a quickly traveling
hand passing laterally, easily, and effortlesslyfrom the accompanying
bass
tothe singing melody line of the treble.
The tonal effect to be achieved, of
course,is always that of the two-hand
rendition, musically sound, round in
tone,and gratifyingly complete. The illusionmust be there. The left-hand performerlearns this as basic piano technique.He learns to accept the pedal as
his "right hand man," for it becomes
indispensable,sustaining tones, rolling
and swelling the notes into warm resonantchords. William Thompson's arrangement of the old Irish melody,
"Londonderry Air," demonstrates
this
beautifully.Unless one sees the pianist,
hecannotdistinguish whether one hand
ortwoare employed, so completely does
the pedal contribute to the deception.
Along with' this fundamental
awarenessof the exacting technique of careful
pedaling,the left-hand pianist is taught
the value of observing well the music
page before him. In the well-known
"Selfegietto," for example, the Felton
arrangement for left hand would lose
the lightness and smoothness
of a
quicklymoving bass and treble without
theinsertion of the grace note and the
staccato.They aid in the flowing line of
the music as one has come to know it
andas the composer intended it.
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Then, t09, there is the retard, most
easily executed, yet invaluable
to the
left-hand
player if he will but take advantage of it. He is afforded opportunity
to "cover" the keyboard, while at the
same time he does not in any sense
change the composition;
he merely allows it to sing out with a slower grace.
Sections
of Charles.
Gilbert
Spross'
"Album
Leaf," interpreted
as retards,
allow the musical line always to sing
con tinuously above.
So, as the Germans phrase it, we soon
came to realize that "Halb begonnin
ist halb gewonnen" (for once we had
begun we had half won). My teacher,
ever resourceful,
began to see possibilities for conversion of many a two-hand
number into a more simplified left-hand.
She was continually examining compositions for adaptability until now, recent
count reveals some thirty most pleasantly gratifying to the ear.
Interestingly
enough,
we stand in
deepest gratitude to the Germans who
have again and again responded to the
imaginative
and creative expression
of
music for the lert hand alone. Among
the earliest "finds" is the now battered
and scotchtaped
booklet of Alexis Hollaender's
six compositions,
each composed
"fur
die linke Hand
allein.'
There is too the Breirkopf and Haertel
edition of Hochetetrer's transcriptions
of
Bach, Chopin, Schumann,
Reger, and
Zichy. And the very latest collection is
from Lucerne, Switzerland,
the Litolfl
collection
of old masters, including the
beautiful Chopin Prelude in D-flat, Opus
28, No. 15.
One day, like the sorcerer's
apprentice, I realized I was engulfed in a flood
of left-hand numbers. My piano bench
had long ago refused another sheet of
music;
I had to resort to letting the
ever-increasing
stacks mount
on the
attic floor. The total count was amazing,
a collection
of well over two hundred.
Like the magic broom fetching water
from the well, frequent
trips to the
cities not only of our country but abroad
have swelled the collection.
The fun of hunting and collecting
music for the left hand has been added
to the fun of attempting to produce it.
Thereby I have pierced the disguise of
the blessing which came in the dreaded
form of polio, for only through it could
I ever have heard the lone, insistent
voice of the left hand pianoforte
rising
above the "din" of two hands. Single
hand music sings with a beauty uniquely
its own. In the early hours of the morning it is insistent
enough to break
through
dreams and to call me to its
keyboard before the practical and b~si~
ness hour of eight strikes. Something
there is that both hands can never do,
something
there is that only the left
hand can know _ .. music ..• "fur die
Iinke Hand allein."

THE END

THE REIGN
OF THE DISC JOCKEY
(Continued

from Page 18)

they had the right name of the performing artists.
It was interesting,
and
proved people like good music no matter
what it is-whether
it's from darkest
Africa, from Italy or Tin Pan Alleyas long as it is good. My show is dedi.cated to popular music, but I'll dive
into the classics anytime we get a recording made by a crooner, band leader
or any popular artist."
Listeners to broadcasts of records will
know that most disc jockeys follow
Martin Block's lead in commenting on
the qualities
of the music they are
playing. While running off a series of
selections from Cole Porter's "Kiss Me,
Kate," for instance, Block, his voice
taking on a lilt, cries out, "Gosh, listen
to that music! Now there's a show I
loved so much I saw it four times!"
Similarly, when he has finished playing
a record he does not think is very good,
he gives a one word, and what he calls
"my best known," review. "I simply
say, 'Nothing'-meaning,
of course, that
there is nothing to this recording."
Some may wonder why, if he sees no
merit in a record, he has scheduled it
for broadcast. The fact is, however, that
he hears new releases for the first time
only when he is playing them over the
air. "I believe every artist is entitled to
a hearing," he says. "After that, it's up
to the public whether the record turns
into a hit or not."
Familiar
with their similar singing
styles, he is careful not to let a record
of Jaye P. Morgan or Jc Stafford be
heard during the same hour as one, say,
of Peggy Lee. Nor, for that matter, will
he let two female singers, or male singers, or bands follow one after the other.
"I guess it's the inherent feeling I have
for what follows what," exclaims Block,
"but, whatever it is, the job is easy for
me."
The task of predicting what records
will be hits would also seem to be easy
for Martin Block. Out of a recent week's
twenty-eight best-sellers, he had, in typical fashion, picked twenty-five of them.
"There was the time, though, four years
ago," he reminisces, "when there was a
record so terrible I said to my radio audience I'd eat it if it became a hit. The
record was Ok, Happy Day, sung by
Don Howard, and it became a hitand I got away without eating it, as
you can see." What he likes to remember more fondly is such a prediction as
he made last fall that "Sixteen Tons"
would take less than four weeks to reach
the top of the hit parade. It took three.
As an example of what a good record

(Continued on Page 57)
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Hands •••
that have grown
to Musical Achievement!
It's hard to believe as you hear him
perform today that those are the same'
fingers you took in your own and
placed on the proper keys..
But his success is your success. As his
teacher you have guided him through
a 'maze of notes and keys ... and of
equal importance are the pianos, that
have by their response to his every
feeling inspired him to greater heights.
Today he knows that his performance
can be only as good as the piano he
uses. That's why his choice is always
a piano with a Wood & Brooks Action
the action found in the World's
Finest Pianos!

WOOD & BROOKS CO.
Manufacturers of Piano Keys and Action,
tor More than 50 Years
Buffalo 7, New York
Rockford: Illinois

IDYLLWILD

OPERA

(Continued
as they are needed.
TOhis year, Mr. Low rehearsed
the
soloists by themselves
in Los Angeles
for two weeks and they all came to
Idyllwild the third week for the final
intensive week of rehearsals.
In the
meantime, the chorus and dancers were
rehearsing at Idyllwild. This part of the
pattern probably will be varied from
year to year according to circumstances.
Since a work of an hour to an hour
and a quarter is all that the Workshop
can do in three weeks, along with a oneact show which provides
opportunity
for younger soloists to have a chance in
performance,
the new opera must stay
within these limits and must be of such
technical difficulty that it can be produced in that time. In other words, this
is the kind of work that a college opera
workshop could produce effectively. perhaps with the aid of one or two professional soloists.
The Foundation mIl tape record the
performances
so the composer,
soloists
and cast may have a good LP recording
of the work, and a good photographic
coverage will be made of the performances. In this way the composer will
have his score, a good recording,
and
photographic
coverage, and, it is to be
hoped, reviews by major newspapers
in
the area, to present to prospective
pub.
Iishers and producers. The soloists will
have a good recording of their performances to play for possible prospective
em ployers. ~
This, it seems to us, is the kind of

WORKSHOP

·

from Page 17)
program that deserves the suppon of all
who profess concern and interest in th
future of American music and the youn;
American
composer and singer.
The Idyllwild
Arts Foundation is
concerned with all the arts-music, fine
arts, drama and dance. It is a non.
profit, but not a heavily endowed, in.
stitution, and its purpose has been to
work with groups and organizations in
each of the arts in furthering their pro,
grams co-operatively.
It owns a beau.
tiful 250-acre campus in the San Jacinto
Mountains
of Southern California, with
classroom
buildings, dormitories, out.
door theatre, and dining halJ-a total of
25 building
and studio.
0 it does provide facilitie
for in rructlon and per.
Jcrmance.
Dut the Foundation believe that its
mis ion in the arts might best be described
a a "pump primer" to help
tho e groups or crganizatlons already
existing to serve beuer their purposes,
and to help them develop the kind of
programs such as this one in the field of
opera, which can command the support
it deserves. For the sake of the young
American composer and singer, as well
as American
mu ic in general, we trust
that the Idyllwild Opera Work hop may
prove
both
fruitful
and
uccessful
through the years ahead.
Young composers are invited 10 write
to the Idyllwild
Arts Foundation at
IdyUwild, California, if they would like
to submit a score for Con ideration.

THE E D

DANCE
(Continued
first reaction would be to try to get the
Sadler's Wells back and to find another
fairy tale ballet with equal
appeal.
story-wise and musically, for let us not
forget that familiar musical scores at·
tract a great many non-dance followers
to the ballet. The enduring
popularity
of "Swan ~ake" (Tchaikovsky),
"The
Nutcracker
(Tchaikovsky)
and "Sche·
herazade"
(Rimsky-Korsakoff)
attests
to this. Well, our producers might next
consider the Sadler's Wells Ballet in
their famous version of the full· length
"Swan Lake," After that, what? Perhaps "Coppelia"
(Delibes)?
Perhaps
"Sylvia" (Delibes)?

INCREASE YOUR INCOME
TEACH MODERN PIANO by nol.
Cluslcal
teacheu
everyl\"here
helped by our
method and clan-buildingaldBo 50thyear. Send
for free bl'l)~hure and samples.
Latest 96 page
~~~~;,t1$305~~~r~it1.2.50"
With Home Study
THE CHRISTENSEN
Dept.

E, Box 2248,

METHOD

Hollywood

28, Calif.

If the television powers are not 1aboring under the erroneous notion that
the Sadlees Wells Ballet is the greatest
dance company in the world and the
only ballet company which interests
Americans, near at hand would be the
New York City Ballet's sumptuous
pro·
duction of the full.length
"The Nutcracker."
The Ballet Theatre's
"Gi-

from Page 23)
selle,'
which was done on TV a few
years ago, is also a valid candidate for
a TV spectacuJar
in color. The possi.
bilities, indeed, are endless, provided
that selection is made from the entire
field of baHet and not [rom the repertory of a single company. I imagine,
and devoutly
hope, that the Sadler's
WeBs Ballet wilJ bring other of its
masterpieces
to television but I would
be distressed
if masterpieces ITom the
repertories
of other companies were
overlooked.
The triumph of "The Sleeping Beau.
ty" on television may not onJy make one
d
won er what will be produced next in
the ballet line but a,lso why there hadn't
been mOre baUet on television before.
Actually, there has been a great deal of
ballet and other forms of theatrical
dancing on television during the past
few years. Unfortunately,
it rarely received the "spectacular"
treatment and
its attendant
nationwide publicity.
Among its many distinguished activi.
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b llet especially comnussrone
or
.
a
"Camera
3, ""Ad ven t ure, .. "NBC Op" and the Max Liebman shows are
era
hut four of the p~ograms w hi.IC I1 h ave
<ented distingUIshed dancing-e-balpre •.
I
hei
Ier,I modern, ethnic, h popu ar-to . t elf
followers.And sue .. stage artists as
MariaTallchief, Alicia Markova, MelissaHayden and Andre Eglevsky have
Peared on TV frequently enough to
helookedupon
as sort 0 f serru-perma•
.
nentguestartists.
In the majority of television shows,
however,dancing is a contributor to an
opera,a musical comedy, an operetta,
a revueor a variety show. One cannot
expectII "Sleeping Beauty" e~ery time.
Butin the shows graced with dance
interludes,one occasionally finds chorengraphyand performance
quite as
distinguished,though on a smaller
scale, as anything in "The Sleeping
Beauty."Rod Alexander, for example,
hasturned out some stirring dances in
TV operettas and revues produced as
"spectaculars"; so also has Tony CharmoJi.And John Butler's name as choreographerfor a TV opera production or
forhighly sophisticated or experimentalprogramsinvariably promises dancing of a high order. And is there
sufficient
dancing on television to keep
a choreographer busy? It's enough to
mentionthat James Starbuck,
for example,has already created more than
a thousanddances for television alone.
There is a great deal wrong with
televisiondance. Producers
seem to
managethe uncommon feat of being
afraidof dance and of relying on it
at one and the same time. Furthermore,the producers and stars of some
showsappear to be quite content with
inferior(and dull) choreography
and
undistinguisheddancers_ Finally, a vast
amountof work and experimentation
musttake place before the television
camerais fully successful in capturing
theline of a moving body, the impact
ofaction,the motion of large groups of
dancers,And it might quite well turn
outthat choreography devised specificallyfor the television camera wiU alwaysprove to be better than dances
designedfor the theater and trans·
plantedfrom stage to TV screen.
Butthere is also a great deal that is
fineand encouraging about television
dance.And one of the finest and most
encouraging
events was the presentation
of "The Sleeping Beauty," for aside
fromits artistic merits, it proved that
therewasa huge and attentive audience
fnr ballet on television.
A salute,
therefore,from America's dance lovers
to the dancers of England's
Sadler's
WellsBallet for pioneering as some of
th '
,
elr ancestors did, in the New World
andfor a new medium.
THE END
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QUESTIONS
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While7he bow is on the G strin~ it must
he movingtowards the D strmg, and
h on the D it must move towards
b
theA. In this way the passage can
e
playedwith.the perfect legato required
hy the music.
.
Thebest preliminary exercise for the
acquisitionof the Round Bowing techniqueis the practice of scales and areggios at a fairly slow tempo. Ex. F
Po.
fi
illustratesthe best arpeggio
gure to
beginwith.

we, n

Frederick Phillips
A jew days ago the church at which
1 have been organist since 1908 bought
a new 2D Connsonata 2 manual Electronic organ, and I am supposed to play
it jar services, choir and so on. Last
Sunday, when I first played it, it was
far too loud, possibly because I put too
much stress on the pedal because I had
become so used to the reed organ. Then,
my touch sounded too srcccczo, possibly
because of the piano work 1 do at home.
Can you suggest anything that will help
me in learning the principles
of the
organ, without having to start all over
again from scratch. J have had musical
education only up to third grade.

O. S.-No.

Dak.

Our first recommendation
would be
that you obtain a copy of "The Organ"
by Stainer ($1.50). The first part of this
book to some extent. :repeats the rudiments, but the lessons in legato playing
wiII help you in this problem. Since you
have played the reed organ {Of" so long,
however, we believe this matter of touch
is something you will. acquire in a very
short time almost without being conscious of it. Tho the Stainer book takes
up pedal work and music written on
three staves. While of course an electronic organ is quite different in con.
. struction from a pipe organ, yet the COIlsole set-up and actual playing, are the
same in principle, and to a very large
extent the principles laid down in the
Stainer Method may be followed
in
playing the Connsonata. In the stand-

(Continued

Order yours' today from:
the music magazine,
Bryn 'Mawr, Pennsylvania

~'
Take tbe
ina series 0 f steps
~ollowingpassage -from the Adagio of
the Brahms D minor Sonata, Ex. E.
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REFORMING

ETUDE,

LEGATO

Many of us are constantly
being
called upon for advice on the design and
placement
of pipe organs. Ours is a
grave responsibility;
the cost of even a
modest installation is considerable
and
one can invest a fortune in a big one.
In the interest of those who trust our
judgment,
"e ought to avoid extreme
designs, no matter how fashionable
at
the momenl.
It can safely be assumed that nobody

ard pipe organ there are 32 pedal notes
for the feet, while your model of the
Connsonata
has only 25, but even here
the principles
given by 'Stainer may be
followed on your organ by simply omit.
ring the pedal notes missing on your
instrument.

E.' "~.~~'Il'r'~'

~jJ
"

Our church has an old reed organ.
Recently
as an experiment J used it in
our Morning Service; the response was
so overwhelming
that I have been using
it ever since. The organ is quite attractive and seems to be in good shape with
the following
exceptions:
The stops
have all had the names tom off and one
does not work too well. It was made by
the Farrand
Co., oj Detroit, Mich. Is
this firm still in. existence? 1J /lot, is
there any way of determining the names
of the stops-fifteen
in number? Could
you suggest (lny books on the subject
of organ repairs? Are there any books
on installing electric bellows?
D. K. L.-1I1.-201
As far as we know the Farrand Company has been out of business for some
years, and it would not be possible to
get accurate listing of the names of the
stops on this organ. As far as we know
there are no books in print today dealing with repairs of reed organ, but there
is one chap-ter on the subject in each
of the folJo·wing two books: Scientific
Piano Tuning and Servicing, by Howe
( 6.00), and Piano Tuning, Regulating
and Repairing
by Fisher ($2.25).

THE REFORMERS
from Page 24)
today would specify a movie-palace organ of the Nineteen Twenties. We need
also to avoid the opposite extreme of
austerity.
The pipe organ, especially for church
use, must be functional, capahle of playing music of ail schools. The organ is
usable for hymns, for anthem accompaniments
and a variety of functions
other than playing a partita for a select
few listeners.
THE END
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Exercisespatterned after Ex. F should
besin with both Down and Up how.
Ca~emust be taken that on the ascending arpeggio the bow arm falls .continuously-without any stops or Jerks
-while on the descending
groups it
risesjust as smoothly.
AfterScales and arpeggios can come
any legato study in Wohlfahrt,
Kayser.
Ilazas or Kreutzer, depending
on the
student'sadvancement. No.8, 0 major,
in Kayseris an excellent study in Round
Bowing,if taken at quite a slow tempo
with one how to each measure. No. 11
is equallyvaluable if played legato with
twobows to the measure. No. 12 is
much more difficult, and work on it can

well be postponed
until other studies
have been practiced. For example, the
string-crossing
problems of No. 16 are
nothing
like so complicated
as those
in No. 12.
For more advanced students, the 29th
study of Kreutzer
(see Ex. G) is first
rate.

Music

41111~dO.
It should be taken at first not faster
than J := 60, and with two bows to the
measure.
The point to be noticed here
is the. amount of rise and fall of the
arm and hand: it should be only just
enough to clear one string and take the
next. At a slow to medium-fast
tempo
in the above example, the arm should
make the crossing;
at a really fast
tem po, or when the alteration of strings
is on single notes (see Ex. H), the
string crossing should be the responsibility of the wrist and fingers only. Ex.
H from the Brahms Sonata in D minor:

-,f I
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1 E. 12th Street,

N. Y. 3

Robert Whitford
Foundee-Peeaidene
.Internntional

Piano

Teachers

Association

has devoted
his entire professional
career to
the interests
of the piano teacher.
You are
invited to write for a free copy of PIANO
TEACHING TODAY. With it vcu will also be
sent complimentary,
Mr. Whitford's
master
lesson
on
MUSIC'S
MOST
UNUSUAL
CHORD.
Pobe-t Whitford Music Education Bureau
3010 N. W. 2nd Ave.
Miami 37, Fla.

l--.j

'I

Civililltion

critics and musicians as the foremost history or
music for the modem reader. Ideal for reading
and reference, it tells tbe story of music and
music-makers from ancient Greece to our own
day. Absorbing. autncrnauve, It Is a mine of
Information and delfght for every teacher, student
and music lover. 1101 pagel, lavlshJ,y Illustrated,
with bibliography Bnd Index.
Money Back Guarantee! Order now for 10 days'
Free examination. If (lot sattsned,
return for full
refund of $10.00 ortce.

E£G

Ex. H

in Weslern

blJ PAUL HENRY LANG, Profe88or of MUlIwoloOIJ
(It Columbia Univer8ity,
Is acclaimed by leading

1,/0.

The talented and ambitious
student
should
spend time, imagination,
and
careful thought on the legato, for it is
the secret of a singing style of playing;
and he should periodically return to the
study of it until the smooth change of
bow and the use of Round Bowing are
subconscious
elements of his technique.
The time and thought so spent will pay
dividends
in beauty of tone and elasticity of phrasing.

~

CALL TO WORSHIP
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carillonic bells & chimes

-

Chimes

stgrting

gS low as $396.00

Wrile fOf (Omplele informotion

MAAS-ROWE
Dept. E2, 3015

Casitas

to

CARILLONS
Ave., los Angeles 39,

Cal.

Violin Questions
Harold Berkley
Fake Label.
M. At. P., New York. As a regular
readerof ETUDE you know, I am sure.
thatit is quite impossible to determine
theauthenticityof a violin from a transcriptionof its label. Sometimes, however,one can say fairly definitely what
a violinis not, and I am inclined to say
thatthe instrument you are i~terested
incannotbe a Francesco Ruggeri-not,
thatis, if you have copied the label correctly.The spelling of the first name,
"Francisko,"is quite un-Italian.
and
I'msure Ruggeri never used it. If I am
wrongI hope some one will write and
teUme so. A genuine F. Ruggeri in
goodcondition could be worth up to
$8500;a really good copy might be
Worth
twoor three hundred dollars; but
theVastmajority of fake Ruggeris cannotbe dignified even with the title of
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Copy-they
are just boxes t~at are
shaped like a violin. The same thing can
be said for tens of thousands
of fake
"Strads" and "Stainers" and "Amaris"
and "Schweitzers."
Concerning a Steel A String
G. H., Alabama. An A string tuner is
attached
to the tail-piece exactly as an
E string tuner is attached,
but th~re
is no point in using one unless the ~10Iin has a steel A string_ Some cellists
use four steel strings and so use Jour
tuners.
Some few violinists
have the
same arrangement
on their instruments,
but it is not popular. A steel E string
is almost a must, and a lot of players
like a steel A because it rarely go~s
out of tune, but steel G and D strings
tend to give a metallic quality to the
tone of the violin.

Two Modern Teaching Aids
by Leta Wallace and Amy Winning

Speed Drills
Flash Cards for Sight Playing
Set of 32 Cards ........•....•.........•..

$.60

Slide Rule for Scales
A Shod Cut to Scale Playing
For Standard
and Modern Fingering with
Scale Book ....•.........................
$1.50
For Standard
Fingering Only with instructions for use
$1.00
Copies Sent On Approval to Teochers
Order from your deoler or direct from Publisher

Jenkins Music Company
1217 Walnut

St.

Kansas City,

Mo.
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of men to search out a way by which
their native
music could be saved
from oblivion,
but, in giving them
the tribute due them, let us not forget
that they could never have done this
had not the ten harpers kept the music
alive in their hearts and on their harp.
strings;
and Joving it so much, they
knew just how it should he played.

lOR ETUDE
ed by Elizabeth A. Gest

Ten Harpers
by

I

What of Your Talent?

(A True Story)

Leonora Sill Ashton

N THE eighteenth
century something very serious was happening
to the music of Ireland. The beautiful
native harp music, which had been
played since the history of the island
began, was becoming more and more
ignored and forgotten, and only a few
people seemed to care much about it.
But those few cared a great deal,
and one day a leader in that group
called a meeting
to see what could
be done about it. He was the Rev.
Charles Bunworth and he was a skillful harp player himself. We can imagine that the conversation
at that meeting was something
like this: "If Ireland's folk music ceases to be played
by our harpers it will soon be completely lost." Another member asked
"What is the reason for this neglect of
our beautiful melodies?"
"Perhaps,"
observed a third memo
ber of the group, "it might be on account of the expense connected with
it. You know a harper must pay some
one to carry his harp for him, while
a flute or a violin can be carded by
the player himself."
"I believe you have touched upon
the cause of our trouble!"
exclaimed
another. "Yes, violins and flutes are
taking the place of our harps. Visitors
coming here bring them with them.
I admit these instruments
do have
beautiful tone quality, and the melodies their owners play on them are
lovely indeed, but these airs are captivating our people and our beautiful
Irish melodies are disappearing."
At this, we can imagine the Rev.
Charles Bunworth starting to his feet
and declaring "No true music is ever
out of fashion! We wlll not allow our
music to disappear.
There are many
good harpers in our land who sing
and play these melodies,
which have
sprung from the hearts of the people.

We will gather some of them together,
including
the ten best harpers
in ireland, and they shall play for us, and
we will have a musical
scholar
on
hand to write down the music as they
play it."
So, the harpers from different parts
of Ireland really did come to the meeting which was held in Belfast in 1792,
and they played the old music, while
the scholar, Edward
Bunting
(born
in 1773 and became an organist
in
Belfast] listened to the music and
wrote it down as the harpers played it.
Many beautiful folksongs and melodies were thus collected
and preserved.
Among these are songs of
work, spinning, plowing, lilting dance
tunes, romantic
songs, etc. Later in
1796, Bunting published
a book of
them, giving his book the title "A
General
Collection
of the Ancient
Irish Music," Containing
Airs Never
Before Published.
He followed
this
with two more volumes,
and in the
last one he included a description
of
the meeting of the harpers
in Belfast
in 1792.
It was a noble task for that group

A FAMOUS OLD HARP
The Fitzgerald

by Ethel

R. P(lge

"What o] your talent, my brother?
Do you faithfully use it each day?
J j you neglect or abuse it,
From you, God will then take it uumv"

Harp, made
in 1631.

in II-eland

This was the chorus of a hymn Janet
heard in church one day and it became
fixed in her memory. She loved music,
which seemed to be her talent, and she
did not want to neglect this talent nor
have it taken from her.
As tools unused become rusty, so does
the mind; a garden uncared for soon
becomes smothered in weeds; a talent
neglected withers and dies.
Think of practicing as though it were
a garden. Each exercise or piece is a
bed of pansies, a row of zinnias or a
clump of Iour-c'clocks.
Look for the
weedy places and pull out every little
offender. Listen to your tone quality and
learn to bring out all the lovely rainbow
colors that make a garden so beautiful.
Water it daiJy with a piuer-pattering
shower of scales. Then you will be happily surprised to find you have a lovely
bouquet of pieces ready to play-and
play well-for
anyone at any time.
At least. that. is the way Janet developed her talent, and you can do as
well.

A Musical Family
Those of you who answered the J unior Etude Questionnaire last year may
remember
the questions: Do you take
music lessons?
What instruments do
you play? Do other members of your
family play? What instruments do they
play?
A great many interesting answers to
these questions were received, but the
record goes to Yvette Beatty, age 14, of
Michigan.
Yes, she studies music-piano,
voice.
trombone, Sousaphone,
baritone, clarinet, French horn; she also studies harmony!
Yes. other members of her family
play instruments-violin,
string bass.
guitar. mandolin. trombone and piano!
That adds up to a lot of music in (1'1"
family, and a lot of music practicing!
Can anyone
beat that record? If so.
write anu tell Junior Etude about it.
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Who KnowsThe Answers
(Biography)
(Keepst.ore.One hundred

NO CONTEST THIS MON1H
is per/eel)

L Schumann's wife, Clara, .w~s a ~on.
cert artist. Did she play violin, plano
orsing? (5 points)
,
2.Whichof the following vc.ompo~ers
[i dsince 1900: Brahms, Dvorak, Gneg,
~;:cDowell,Verdi, Tchaikovsky?
(15
points)
3 How old was Handel when
Haydn
1\:asborn? (10 points)
4 Was the composer
Humperdinck
(~ho wrote the opera "Hansel and
Gretel") an Austrian,
German, Bohemian, Scandinavian or Belgian
(15
points)

~rrsj.l
5. Howmany symphonies did Mozart
write?(20 points)
6. WasBeethoven married? (5 points)
7. Wbatis Tcscanlni's
first name? (5
points)
8. Howold was Haydn when Beethoven
wasborn? (10 points)
9. WasSchubert born before or after
the year l800? (5 points)
10. Fromwhat is the theme given with
thisquiztaken? (10 points)
(A1I8IVerS on "ext

pllge)

Results of
November Puzzle Contest

Answers to
November Puzzle

So many correct answers were received in the November Puzzle Contest
it was difficult to select the winners. But
remember,
if you are in Class A or Class
B and your paper looks like the work
of a young child-even
though the answers may be correct-you
will not be
a winner. Nor wi1l you be a winner if
you forget to give your complete
address. No matter how good looking the
papers may be, prizes could not be sent
to contestants
if the names of the towns
or of the States are omitted from the
addresses!
(You would be surprised if
you knew how often that happens.')

Gluck, Liszt, Verdi, Elgar, Haydn, Grieg.

i,rttpr Box

DearJuniorEtude:
I studyclarinet and piano and have
playedin eight contests. I have composedan operetta, a minuet, a violin
andpiano sonata, a piece for clarinet
andorgan,a clarinet concerto for clarinelandorchestra and am now working
on myfirstcantata. I would like to hear
fromotherswho are interested in music.

replies

to letters in care of
Junior Etude, Bryn Mawr. Pa •• and
if corrf'clly stamped, II-:f'y wi1l be
fo rwar-dr-d 10 the wr-iters, Do not ask
for addresses. Forcign postage is 8
cents. Foreign air mail r-ate varies.
so eonenlt your Post Office before
stamping
foreign air mail. Print
Your name and return address on
lite hack of the envelope.

•
Dear Junior

Etude:

I study violin and hope to become a professional
musician.
As I live in the
country there is very little good music
and I can not enter the Junior Etude
Contests as it takes too long for entries
to reach America. I enjoy the Junior
Etude Quizzes very much. I would like,
to hear from readers in America
and
France
as I take French in school I
enjoy 'riding,
swimming,
tennis
and
basket ball.
Wendy Pitt (Age 14), New Zealand

Jameson Junior Pianists
Memphis,

Tennessee

CharlesWisdom (Age 10', Connecticut

•

DearJunior Etude:
Iamverymuch interested in opera and
composition.
I have written two operas
:nd am working on my third_ I have
I·nod ETUDE very helpful and would
Ike10 hear from others who are in.
lereSledin opera.
DavidLambert (Age 16), California
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Special Honorable Mention

Ann Harycki, Wisconsin; Judith Kolbe,
Pennsylvania;
Katherine
McCleary,
Connecticut;
Steven Lubin, New York;
Norrine Nilsson, Pennsylvania; Donald
Ambrose, Canada;
Lorraine Turnbull,
California.
Honorable

Send

A BusyJunior Etuder
Aninterestingreply to tlre Junior Etude
Questionnairelast year was received
fromCynthia Perejda, age 13, Michlgao.She plays violin in the All-City
Orchestra of Detroit; in the Grosse
PointSymphonyOrchestra; in her own
SchoolOrchestra and in the Wayne
llniversity Summer Symphony Orchestra.
That is pretty good for a thirteenyear·old
girl!

Prize Winners

Class A, Sally Schaefer, Iowa, tied with
Harry E. Kitchen, Ohio.
Class B, Ingrid Norquest; Texas, tied
with Stephen Blum, Ohio.
Class C. J uniorettes,
Robin Lenn
Fisher,
Georgia,
tied with Richard
Behrens, Ir., Florida.

Faye Newman, June Mitchell, Miriam
Whipple,
Wanda Coleman, Judy Bawden, Charles
Long, Ned Applegat~,
Lynda
Ann Smith, Carolyn
FacellJ,
Nancy
Gransley,
Bill Black,
Wanda
Owen, Judy Phillips.
(Age 7 to 16)

Mention

(in alphabetical order)
Patsy Au£ranc, Becky Bryant, Elizabeth
Burgoyne, Ingermarie
Castro, Arlene
Calzia, Andrea Colgan, Carrine Czyzewski, Norma Dixler, Janet Foxton, Gay
Gilbertson,
Elizabeth GJuvna, Martha
Gower, Dolores Grabowski, Ann Hilfiker, Vicki Hunt, Martha Carol Joiner,
John J. Nerney, Margaret Nerney, Edwin S. Palmer, Kent Porter, Michael
Rozender,
Betsy Schmidt, Elizabeth
Schormuller,
Marcia Sfregola, Richard
M. Smith, Mary Alice Storer, Joanne
Vaden.
Dear Junior Etude:
Because I play piano, organ and flute,
ETUDE is very interesting and helpful.
I would like to hear from others who enjoy. music, and especially anyone who
plays flute. Tennis, golf, photography
and swimming are also hobbies of mine.
Mary Ann Gully (Age 15), Minnesota

•

Dear Junior Etude:
I have played the piano for three years
and my favorite composers are Chopin,
Rachmaninoff
and Beethoven. In our
school band I play oboe and clarinet.
My hobbies are music, horseback riding, sewing and swimming. I would like
to hear from others.
Elizabeth Green (Age 16), Virginia

Answers to Quiz
1. piano; 2. Dvorak, Grieg, MacDowell,
Verdi; 3. forty-seven:
4. German; 5.
forty-nine; 6. no; 7. Arturo; 8. thirty.
eight; 9. before (1797) ; 10. Piano Concerto No.1,
Second Movement, by
Tchaikovsky.
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OF THE DISC JOCKEY
THE BAND'S EQUIPMENT

WORLD

(Continued from Page 19)
band until it is properly repaired.
Such a plan at first thought may seem
rather drastic. However, the fact remains that such discipline proves to
be good training for the student and

INSTRUMENT
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Gunnar
Johansen
gave the world
premiere in January, in Hamburg, Ger.
many, of two recently·discovered piano
works by Schubert. The works, reported
to have been composed by Schubert in
his early youth, were found and verified
by musicologists
in Malmo. Sweden.

An Important Announcement

I

Net Annual
ne-eeve

Ernst Toeh, Paul Nordoff and Nor.
man Vogel are the first three composers
to reside at the MacDowell Colony,
Peterborough,
New Hampshire, through.
out the year. Heretofore, the Colony was
open only during the summer seasons.

RECORD
Finish

-------

----

,

Serial

Do,

Mo

---

DEPHEC'IATION
Model

Make

From whom
Purchased

(Continued from Page 10)

cerned with their proper care, we are
teaching more than music-we.
are
through music assisting them to establish habits which will indirectly encourage them to care for their bicycles,

UNIVf<;RSrTY
WIND

OF MUSIC

vurue

Da~

-----

i
100%

It is with profound regret that we inform our readers that Dr. Guy Maier,
for many years editor of the Pianist's
Page of ETUDE. has been compelled
because of demands on his Lime and a
disturbing
eye condition, to relinquish
his work as a member of our staff. Dr.
Maier has been a source of inspiration
and practical guidance to thousands of
teachers and students. It is our hope
that even though Dr. Majer will not be
a regular contributor to ETUDE, it will
be our privilege to present from time to
time, special articles from his pen.-Ed.

n

BOYS LIKE TO SING

ta
ia

(Continued
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16
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I
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I
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Repair record Of
Instrument
Description

of Repair

Make
Repaired

By

Serial

D'"

Number

eo"

E~tjmated life expectancy
or Instrument as result of reoetra

assures the band conductor of equipment that is in proper playing condition. Without such regulations bands.
men are likely to defer any necessary
repairs until "they get around to it."
In teaching Our bandsmen to purchase instruments of fine quality and
directing them in the problems con.
William ~. Revel1i, editor of ETUDE's

books, clothes, and other personal belongings. It is just such assistance that
we give our bandsmen that makes of
Our music education program an implement which, if employed in its broadest
concept, can be one of education's
most
effective programs in the development
of OUl:; future citizens.
THE END

Band department, is at present in
Europe makIng an extensive tour of some of the principal music centers of
Italy, England, Belgium, Switzerland, Germany, France and Spain. It is
Dr. Revelli's hope that through conferences with European hand directors
and publishers, it will be possible to establish a standard "International
Band
Instrumentation."
Forthcoming issues of ETUDE will 'carry articles sent b
Dr. RevelJi from abroad; He will return home in July.
y

from Page 16)

boy soprano. there must be a source of
supply for new sopranos all the time to
replace those boys who are changing
to lower parts. There are two steps to
keep in mind in developing the boy soprano. The first is to develop the use
of the light quality through the entire
range. After this is accomplished the
second is to blend this light quality into
the thick or heavier quality of the lower
tones in such a way that the change
over from one quality to the other is
accomplished
smoothly and without notice by the listener. If the bov is challenged properly
he will take' pride in
doing this welL
When we speak of the light voice we
refer to tone quality and not to volume.
Boys discover that they can sing two
ways. The first is with what we call the
thick or heavy voice. It has a range from
about F or G below middle C-varying
in different
voices-to
about B-flat or
C above middle C. They also find they
can go much higher by singing a second
way with what we call thin or light
quality. The range in this voice is from
about B-Bat or middle C to about A or B
an octave above-again
varying jn dif·
ferent voices. This corresponds qujte
closely to the chest tones and head tones
of the adult female soprano voice.
( To be continued next month)

Bunny wflnfg fo help gout

(Coatinued from Page 49)
elicit from the public, Block points
ca\ experience he had during the war.
tc a
I
hiIS stu di10
Oneday
when I~e,stro dee mto
atNewYork City s WN~W, w.here the
"MakeBelieve Ballroom
got Its start,
h·wasintroduced to a man who simply
i:entifiedhimself as. "Mr. Jones. from
California."Presenting Block wILh. a
recordhe had j~st made for. RCA-VIC·
t r the Califorll1an asked lum to play
.~~nthe air, if he would. "Well, when
Igotaround to playing it for my listenersIwas so taken with it that I immediatelyput it on a second time, a thing
Irarelydo. The phones started ringing
withcalls from people who wanted to
hearthe piece again. 'All right,' I said
toeaeh caller, 'if you'll buy a War Bond
I'll playit again.' By the end of the day
fil'ethousanddollars had rolled in. And
50 it went each day for three
weeks,
whenSpike Jones' recording of In Der
Fuehrer's Face had sold one million dollarsworthof bonds."
Just as he has given records a boost,
so, too,has he helped certain vocalists
upthe ladder of fame. There was the
younggirl from Tennessee, for instance,
whopresented herself almost twenty
yearsago at Martin Block's offices at
WNEW,tired and unscrubbed
after a
long bus ride from the South, but
anxiousfor an audition with t're ma-t
sheknewhad a real fondness for popularsingers.After he had seen 10 it that "
shehag a chance to rest and freshen up,
Blockhad little Frances-Rose
perform
heraudition. "She sang just one song,
Dinah," he recalls, "but that was all I
neededto convince me that here was a
singerworth pitching for-e-and that a
goodstage name for her would be
Dinah."And so it was that Martin
Blockwas introduced to Dinah (born
Frances.Rose)Shore, who he, in turn,
introducedto WNEW officials. Those
officials,
having learned that Block had
a keensense of talent when he had persuadedthem to hire an unknown croonernamedFrank Sinatra as staff singer,
followedhis suggestion again and arrangeda whole program built around
Dinahand the young Sinatra.
Besidesvocalists Sinatra, Miss Shore
andBea Wain, almost every band leader
-Benny Goodman, Tommy
Dorsey,
WoodyHerman, Harry James, the late
Glenn Miller, among
others-have
pointedto the pioneer disc jockey as
onewho helped them on their musical
ways.
ArthurSchwartz, one of the country's
toppopular composers, will be the centerof attention when six new songs he
haswritten for "High Tor" are heard
overCBS-TV on Saturday: March 10.
Fa h· .
S lOnInga musical out of past drama(Continued on Page 60)
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Use the neVi

ADA RICHTER
PIANO COURS
~.

0-

Familiar friends from the cartoon worldG Porky Pig, Daffy Duck, Elmer Fudd, et al.
will pitch in to help you bridge young pupils
from play experience across to practical musical experience.

• EasV
• Effective
• Entertaining
for the Student

• Clear
• Comprehensive
• Contemporarv
for the Tea cher

Pre-School Book 601. Books I, II, 111 (Early Beginner) 751, Book IV (Early
Beginner ) $1.00 • "Keyboard Games" (Supplementary
material to be used
with last half of Book I, and all of Book II) 751 • "Adventures At The Keyboard" (Supplementary material to be used with all of Books III and IV) $1.00

See if Qf gout deqle', withouf delqg
M. WITMARK & SONS_. 6_19 WE!T_54th STREET,NEW_YORK19~_Y_'_

Stunning New
Spinet by

The De Luxe

Sheraton

A Piano of Tasteful

§1arik

Elegance

You and your family will cherish tor years
Lovely, yet simple, characterized by graceful p~ohPortdio~s.hThese
easons why Sheraton is so popular Wit to ay s orne·
are [he r
hSh
..
this new Starck De Luxe you ave
eraton In ItS
k
1
rna ers. n
f fi
. I
r
most liveable version ...
and a spinet 0
oe mUSlCa qua tty.
There are many other Scarck styles. See them at your dealer's today.
FREE-"Mus,c. •In Yau r Child's
there

Clre children

P.A.»tartkPiaooC!£a.

Development"-C1

in your

234
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booklet

/
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SOUTH WABASH
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UNASHAMED

SUMMER SESSION

(Continued

1956
UNIVERSITY OF DENVER
WORKSHOPS
• Central City Opera
Workshop, June 24-July 28
•

Christiansen

Choral

School, June 24-June 30
•

Music Education

Workshop, July 2-July 13
•

Voice Clinic,

July 2-August 2
•

Summer High School

Institute, June 25-July 27

Graduate

Courses

In
music education
end choral arranging;
musicology; choral, woodwind. string literature, procedures.

WRITE FOR 1956
SUMMER SESSION BULLETIN
.ROGER DEXTER FEE, Director,
School of Musk,
University

Dept.

U-3

of Denver

Denver 10, Colorado

Ckicago mUJical
OF ROOSEVELT

ee;

UNIVERSITY
UndeTyrad""te
and grad_
tulle course. IUdlnw to
the 8achelor'.
and U1e
MUto'!r'"
d"gJ1!e.
Full
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N .A.S.M.
Applied
tJon
In

Central

and

..ccn!dltatlon.

mu"t"

Plano,

lrllJtnl".
O.-gaD,

voice and orche.ttral InatrumenU.
muaic Uve,,"
430 South Michigan

"WheT"

B"lleU" lip"" Taq.....
Ave.--eblu8'o
5

BALDWIN.WALLACE
CONSERVATORY
OF MUSIC
BEREA, OHIO ($IIburb of Cleveland)
Affiliated with a flrat dan
Liberal Arts College.
Four _snd five year course. leading to degree •.
Faeult.
of Artist Tellche~ •. Send tor catalolus
or fnfonnatlon to:
CECIL

W. MUNK.

Dlreetor. Berea. OhlD

CONVERSE COLLEGE
SCHOOL OF MUSIC
Edwin Gerschefskl, Dean,
Spartanburg, S. C.

Philadelphia Conservatory

Music

ACCOMPANYING
from Page

NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY

22)

he interrupted piano business to advise
serious study and to recommend Michael
Hambourg as the foremost teacher in
Toronto. Young Gerald soon began his
work with Professor Hambourg
and, indirectly, his career as accompanist.
His teacher's son, Boris Hambourg,
the cellist, asked him to go on tour as
accompanist
for himself
and a tenor
who shared his program. Gerald, then
fifteen, found himself working
daily
with a vocalist and an instrumentalist,
a schedule he recommends
for wellrounded development. He returned from
the tour with such glowing notices that
his parents, now seriously ambitious for
him, decided that he deserved greater
opportunities
than Canada could offer.
For a while, they thought
of sending
him to New York, but ultimately
chose
London where the lad would have IamIly connections. In London, young Moore
was heard by Sir Landon Ronald, the
great conductor and head of the Guildhall School of Music, who, in his own
days as accompanist,
had played for
Melba. Amazed at the boy's proficiency,
Sir Landon invited him to the Guildhall
School and advised him not to abandon
accompanying.
Mr. Moore tells you he got his greatest chance when he became accompanist
to John Coates, the English tenor. "It
was he who taught me the vast musical
wealth to be found in accompanying,"
he tells you. "He taught me to reflect the
complete
meaning of a song in the
accompaniment.
In the incomparable
Miller Songs of Schubert,
he would
have me bring out both the flowing of
the water and the sturdy peasant qualities of the miller. Once, when we began
Die Allmacht, Coates stopped me and
said, "Begin that again-and
make it
sound as if you knew what it is to go
to church!" In love songs, I had to play
as if I were in love-in
Der Erlkonig,
my task was, not only to play chords
and octaves, but to bring out the indi·
vidual characteristics
of the father, the
child, and the sprite. Coates made me
understand
that only by living in the
song and bringing out its truth can the
accompanist help the sin geT to tell his
full story."
Gerald Moore has been associated
with the world's foremost singers and
instrumentalists,
including John McCormack, Chaliapin,
Elisabeth
Schwarz.
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MARIAEZERMANDRAKE,Dlredor
Piano, Orcheslra, Opera ChorUI
Strings, Composition, ¥oic'o, Winds:
Depree Courses
216 S. 20th St.
LOcust 7.1877

of the Summer Session,

June

26 and ends August

4, will be:
•

Roger

the

Wagner

Summer

as guest conductor of

Session

the Roger Wagner
and

Eugene

Chorus. He directs

Chorale of Los Angeles

has troined

choruses for conductors

Ormandy,

Leopold

Stokowski,

Kcussevltrkv and Alfred Wallen-

Sergei
stein.
•

D4-sire

the

Defauw

Summer

formerly

os guest conductor of

Session

conducted

Grand

Rapids

Orchestra.

Defauw

the Chicago, Detroit,

and

Montreal

symphony

orchestras.
Additional

infarmofion

the School

available

from

of Music Office.
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kopf.
As to the training of the accompanist,
Mr. Moore believes that tbe younger he
begins work in the ensemble field, the
better. It is best of all to begin serious
study with the idea of becoming
an
ensemble pianist and working towards
that goal.
uPeople ask how the young ambitious
accompanist
is to get started,"
says

wa~
'roallfee,or for no

SCHOOL OF MUSIC

Special

DONALD

F. OHLSEN A music school on
Dealt
tJ coflege campus
For Free Catcdog Wr;le Oepl. ET
Foster at Kedde, Chicago 25 Member HAS'"

SUBSCRIBE TO ETUDE AND SAVEl

-$6.00

for two years.
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ROCKY RIDGE MUSIC CENHR
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I

~ee at a~l. ~ counts
,
r apprenticeshIp. It will yield you
asyouus benefits. Only b y war kimg
n
fDorm
.
d
'h [ngers can you learn VOIce pro ucWIt S
f h
'
,
. text values, the art 0 t e singer s
lion,ings the smger
.,
df
b
s nee
or reat. I1
p hr aSI ~,
(andhowto allow for it), repertoire,
of tone beh rudimentsof balance
Ie
'h'
tweenvoice and plano,
t e practrca I
uses of transposition.
.
"Then,inside or o~tslde of vocal
st dies the accompanIst must make
hi~selimaster of the various styles in
hich he may be called upon to work.
~ewill need to be perfectly familiar
with Mozartand Beethoven violin sonatas;with the Lieder of Schubert,
Schumann,
Wolf, R. Strauss, Brahms;
withthe impressionistic school of Dehussy,
Faure, Ravel.
"He should be able to help any
,inaerfor whom he plays. Should he
notice,for instance, that the singer is
showing
signs of deviating from pitch,
hecanhelp to make her hear through
herowntones, by a quick sharpening
oftoneon the piano. He can give the
!ingergreat psychological support, over
andabovetechnical aids. Let us supposethat the singer has a high-G of
several
measures' duration; at the same
moment,
the accompanist strikes one
bigsustainedchord, and nothing more.
He canput down his pedal and lift his
nandsfrom the keys; or, he can put
down
thepedal and keep his hands, not
onlyon the keys, but dug deeply into
tbem.In either case, hi
chord will
roundexactlythe same; once his tones
havebeen struck, nothing he can do
willin any way alter them. To the
singer,however,there is all the differencein the world. By lifting his hands,
he seemsto say, 'Go it alone-I'm
busy
elsewhere.'
By leaving his hands on the
keys,or by seeming to glide into his
notes,
he says,'I'm here with you, doing
allthehelpful things we did when we
rehearsed.'
The singer feels this, and is
buoyed.
It also makes a better feeling
fortheaudience.
"Asto maintaining his fluency, the
accompanist
works exactly as the solo
pianistdoes; if he is wise, he goes
througha regular daily stint of scales
andarpeggios,in addition to difficult
passagesfrom his scores. By means
suchas these,the accompanist can help
himself
never to be ashamed."
THE END
ILLUSTRATION CREDITS
13-New York Times
14, I5-B. Ryabinin
A. Mikhoilov
la-Whitestone
Photo
23-Wolter E. Owe, Bosch
21>-Jahn Mitchell
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Fourteenth Season

foot of Long's Peak, Estes Park, Colorado
JUNE 19 TO AUGUST 4, 1956

~nthTive .musical. pursuit in an ideal vacat::::ting.
Faculty of nationally known artists.
c 0 arshlps avarlable
through auditions
held regionally throughout
the United States.

WORK SHOP for-PiANO
TEACHERS
June 24 to June 29
To be canducted
by Beth Miller
known Pianist and Teacher.

Harrod,

director

of Rocky

Ridge

For detailed information write:
Executive
Secretary,
Rocky Ridge
Music
Suite 3. 143 North Thirteenth
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Lincoln,
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1
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lessons, orchestras, discussion groups
Chamber Music featured

AU

RECREATIONAL

fACILITIES

For brochure, write Berkley Summer Music School
315 W. 98th sr., New York 25, N. Y.
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Brochure. Reserve Now.

OR. STERLING WHEELWRIGHT.
State

College,

1614

Holloway

San
Ave .. S.F.

for

Francisco
12. Calif.

School of Fine and Applied Arts
Courses in all branches of music
leading to 8.M. and M.M. Degrees.
Doctor of Musical Arts Degree in
Applied Music. Composition, and
Music Education.
Distinguished

Faculty Includes:

George
Bornoff
Rafael
Bronstein
Arthur
Fiedler
Karl Geiringer
David Blair McClosky
Emanuel
Ondricek
Gardner
Read
Jules Wolffers
For catalog

25

Robert
Blagden

write:

A. Choate,
Dean
Street, Boston Ib, Mass.
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tic hits-such
as this Maxwell Anderson
play about a .present-day gentleman who
owns New York's historic mountain and
loves the ghost of a Dutch girl dead
three hundred
years-is
one of the
things the television industry does best.
What with Schwartz contributing the
music, Anderson
providing the lyrics,
and Bing Crosby and Julie Andrews
heading the cast, this ought to prove
another example of fine TV entertain.
ment.

Intensive professicnnl study of MUSIC,
balanced
with a liberal arts program
in America's first coeducational
college.
Dormitories. Concert series by guest and
Oberlin artists. Excellent practice
fccllities. Faculty of 55 eminent musicians.

Member National
Write

of American

di will present bass- baritone
10,
London (March 5), soprano
Georgede los Angeles (Marcb 12),
na
Vlclo
M'Ian yn D u b ow
Id violinist
l~year·o
9)-the
youngest
performer
1
Iarc h
I~
.
~ t appear on this program j soeler °EileenFarrell (March 26). For
pro"
itsABC simulcasts, "Tbe V'orce 0 f F'rre" has soprano Roberta
Peters
\lOne
.
ell'
March 5), tenor Bnan
cu rvan
(March12), soprano Eleanor Steber
1March
26), with the soloist for March
19 stillto he determined.
THE END

NBC ra

Since the purpose of doing opera in
English is that people may understand
the words, it was unfortunate that much
of the text in the recent production of
"Madam
Butterfly"
was indistinguishable. We are somewhat accustomed not
to hear the words in a vast opera house,
but in a studio, where the proper
placing of microphones
is all that is
needed for successful broadcasting of
both words and music, there is little ex.•
elise for not having the former heard
clearly.
Although the enunciation of soprano
Elaine Malhin, in the title role, was
probably somewhat at fault, her characterization was lovely and touching. She
convinced us in song and action, as do
most artists NBC has presented in the
opera series which is the pride of television.
The Ford Foundation's
"Omnibus"
could he the pride of television, too, if
it would consistently
present such ou tstanding programs as the recent one in
which Leonard Bernstein demonstrated
the art of conducting, showing, in particular, how important it is for a conductor to put his personality into his
work.
The month of March does find the
N. Y. Philharmonic-Symphony
presenting a series of first-class, if conventional
programs, in its Sunday afternoon CBS
broadcasts. In honor of the composer's
bicentennial,
Bruno Walter conducts
Myra Hess in Mozart's Piano Concerto
in G Major (K. 453) on March 4 and
mezzo-soprano
Jennie
Tourel, tenor
Leopold Simoneau,
baritone William
Warfield and the Westminster Choir in
Mozart's Requiem on March 11. With
Guido Cantelli
conducting,
Wilhelm
Backhaus plays Beethoven's Fourth Piano Concerto
on March 18; Walter
Gieseking, Beethoven's "Emperor" Con·
certo on March 25.
This still being the opera season,
vocalists again dominate the "Telephone
Hour" and "Voice of Firestone" on
Monday evenings.
The former, over

UNDERGRADUATE
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WORK

LIBRARY, LABORATORY,and

in more than
RESEARCH

facilities of highest quality.
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Government and Politics
Family Life
Biological Sciences
Physics; Chemistry
Industrial Education
Humanities; Speech and many others
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distinguished

1000 outstanding courses.

THEYMAKE MUSIC

dropanythingimportant to sound an A.
Theexpenseof getting out the directory
ismetby voluntary contributions.
Thereare limes when Helen Rice,
whoseNew York studio apartment
is
thesceneof frequent music-at-midnight
sssions, has qualm
that
traveling
members
will intrude on others they
don'thappen 10 know. Or that persons
interested
in other than chamber music
will be given easy entree to people's
homes.So far, nothing untoward
has
happened.
ACMP grew out of a real need, the
needforplaying-minded people to know
thewhereaboutsof kindred souls. By
roundingthem up in a directory,
it
helped
to bring them tog ther and keep
alivea languishing art, an art which
goesback to Elizabethan England. To
§ndcongenial friends Quickly in new
surroundings
has been one of the specialadvantagesol ACMP membership.
Howthese objectives were met, is
perhapsbest told by the members themselves.Dr. Hans Cohn, a practicing
physician
of Woodstock, N. Y., claims
the recipe for the ideal vacation. It
startedlast year when he drove through
scenicsections of Connecticut
and
~Iassachusetts
by day, played chamber
musicby night. "This year," he said,
"wedecided10 take three weeks. As we
lookedthrough our maps to determine
theroute,we looked through our direcloryto plan where to play. Our route
look.us through Pittsburgh, .Oberlm,
loUISville,
Memphis and 1 ew Orleans.
It was wonderful, the hospitality and
cordialityextended to us everywhere."
]n NewOrleans, Dr. Cohn got a bit
of a surprise. "One member of the
groupI played with," he said, "looked
vaguelyfamiliar. It bothered us both
~ a while.Then suddenly we rem ernred. DUringWorld War II we had
~etin New Guinea under far' different
Circumstances.
Here-in
New Orleans,
I\'ell.,
T' Its a strange world indeed."
osomeonewho has not been bitten by

TE STUDY with

GRADUA.

faculty.

\-and RECREATION!-symphony
and other concerts-plays-excursions-Iectures-golf-tennisswimming-fishing--campus
in a distinguished cultural center yet located in the cool and refreshing
Land of 10,000 Lakes.

IContinued from Poge 11)

"Butterfly"
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Sherwood Music School
formance. Member of the National Association of Schools of Music. Founded
]895.
Splendidly
equipped lake-side
building. Fall term begins September
14. For Catalog, write Arthur Wildman,
Musical Director.

Thorough
professional training for successful careers. One and two-year Certificate
courses prepare
{or private
studio teaching. Bachelor and Master
Degrees, four and five years. Piano,
voice, organ, violin, 'cello, wind instruments, composition, public school music. Faculty of renowned European and
American
artists. Many opportunities
for public recital, solo and group per-

SIIERWOOD
BUILDING
1014 South lUiehigan Avenue
Chieago 5, Illinois

In the
heart
of
eultural
Chleago

NEW

YORK
.

COLLEGE
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Arved Kurtz, Director
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1
College and Professional Courses••• C ass an
n IVI .113
. I nstructron
.
Daytime"
or
Evening
_
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Full
or
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Time
• _IP"1"ite for Catalog
NEW YORK 28, N. Y,
114 EAST 85.h STREET

PEABODY

CONSERVATORY
COLLEGE

OF MUSiC

Reginald
Corn lete mudcal
trll1nlng
JOhn~ HopkIns
University,

In all bfanCheto
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Mustc and of the Middle StatesStsMMER
Registrar,

9 E. Mt. Vernon Place

Stewart,
Direc/ar
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r.f.Mus.,
B.MUB"
Teacher's Certltlcate. Affiliation with
~~p Colleges.
Member of the National
Association of SCbollls of
Colleges and See<mdary Schools. Dormltorlu.
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The University nf Rnchester
HOWARD HANSON, Director
ALLEN I. McHOSE. Director of the Summer Session
TRAINING
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PROFESSIONAL

FOR

CAREERS

Concert Stage

Opera
Teaching

Public School
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Musicology
Radio

College and University
Music Theory
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Arranging
Administration
Bachelor of Music
Moster of Music
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Doctor
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Scholarship Assistance

APPLICATIONS
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of Arts
of Philosophy
Programs
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write Edward H. fasley, Director of Admissions

EASTMAN SCHOOL OF MUSIC, ROCHESTER 4, NEW YORK
Saned Musi( reurse offers •••

Specialized,
well-rounded training
prepares you for a ministry of music.
For important spiritual emphasis,
MBl's Sacred Music course combines
comprehensive Bible study with the
intensive music training on oon.«ervatory level.
General tuition at Moody is FREE.
Fees for applied music are very rea.
sonable.

majors in piano, organ,
voice and
composition.
Also instruction
in orchestral
instruments,
music
theory
and literature - plus a number o( un.
usual church related subjects.
Excellent, experienced faculty.
New, four-slory William
Howard
Doane Memorial music building pro.
vides
modern
classrooms
and
38
sound-proof practice rooms. Practice
facilities include 66 pianos,
3 pipe
organs and 5 electric organs.
Unlimited
opportunities
for practical experience with the MBI musical
groups. on our own radio station,
WMBI,
and in Chicago's
many
churches.
Write today for descriptive
CATAwe. Address Office of Admissions,
Dept. ED56·323.
Fall Regi,tration,

MUSIC and ARTS INSTITUTE of
Bachelor
Free

Literature

of Music

4-10

SAN FRANCISCO

Degree

""'11 J ...,.'·~O". S.F. 15

AMERICAN

Sept.

Ross Mt:t(ee. Director

CONSERVATORY

OF MUSIC-CHICAGO

Send for

a

free

Offers courses In all branches 01 maslc
69th year. Faculty of 130 artist teachers
Member of National Assortll;tlon of Schools of MUsic
catalog-address:
John R. Hattstaedt.
Prell., Kimball

Bldg.,

Chicago

572.

BUTLER UNIVERSITY

JORDAN COLLEGE OF MUSIC
A

rich tradition.

a pro"gressive philosophy,
on outstanding faculty, complete
degrees
in Dance, Drama. Music, Music Education,
Write for cotologue and d.uire"d informotioll

itotion. Baccalaureate

JORDAN COLLEGE OF MUSIC (Box E), 1204 Nortn Delaware
Indianapolis
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this particular
bug, it's hard to understand the high fever it brings on. There
seems to be no immunity for young or
old. Every year between Christmas and
New Year, a group of college students
get together
for a chamber music house
party. Traveling
to their isolated spot
on an island off Woods Hole, Mass., is
a toil.
"To get there,"
wrote one of last
year's party. "we found ourselves hoofing it from train to bus and back, wielding our bulky duffel in as delicate a
manner
as possible to protect our instrumentsin
tortuous passageways.
"By the time we arrived at Buzzard's
Bay, one of the most important portage
steps on the trip. we felt too exhausted
to- move from the waiting room bench.
The Buzzard's
Bay station is one of
those last outposts
where people lose
hope waiting
for Jong overdue trains.
.1 ust as our mood was hitting bottom
someone came up with the crazy idea
we playa
sr ring quartet while waiting.
We rushed to open our instrument cases
before reason and logic should interfere. With
the station agent's permission. so help us all. we played the
Haydn Quartet
in D. Op. 20, No.4.
"Haydn
made a belated debut that
night in the sleepy, smoky Buzzard's
Bay railroad
station. The frozen faces
of the waiting passengers thawed a bit.
As for us, we were so stimulated. we
sang rounds and madrigals all the jogging:jolting
way 1.0 Woods Hole where
we met our friends and proceeded to the
island. It was a fitting send-off to tbe
wonderful
week that followed,"
At the tag end of the house party. the
young people played all day and night.
Arriving
home
the next day. they
promptly
went to bed. Their parents
couldn't understand
why playing chamber music was so exhausting.
In their far travels. more members
are finding their music an introduction
to the peoples of many lands. parlicularly in England.
Arriving in London.
Mrs. Hoxie
Fairchild
of New York
promptly
consulted
Dr. Benjamin Lee
on "mv need of medjcine to keep my
arthritis
within bounds so I can con·
tinue to play string quartets."
"Well. well." exclajmed
the doctor.
"1 play ~ello. When can we make up an
evening .. for a quartet?"
During her
short stay in England.
Mrs. Fairchild
played 18 times with different groups.
On her way to the Edinburg Festival,
she stopped
in Knutsford,
Chesire, to
play in a string
quartet with Edgar
Fuchs,
war-time
host of her friend.
Joseph
Stein.
The manner in \Vh.ich
Stein joined the Fuchs quartet was another one of those things.
A sergeant
in'the
American Army.
Stein was stationed
in England during
the last war. Wandering
around one
day, he heard strains of a string Quartet comjng through a window. He rang
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b 11 was invited in and urged to
the e1'cello part. His host was Edgar
take t le .hc has played wit. I1 many 0 f tne
I
Fuchs, '1\
•
E
J[eab. a nd near areats In urope.
h
e \1
• it any harrier
to these • ent ulor IS
·
not knowing each other 5 lan;18'lsI
. .
.'. Two health researc 1 scrennsts,
sua ..e.
.
d E
D" Walter Schlesmger an
rnest
[~'d'II' went to Rome last fall for an
Bue In"
· al1'onalscientific congress. "Wh en
jfilern
f h
· ~ thered at the home of one 0 t e
~e~a
D
B
di
"
f
players,"wrote r. .ue mg, we oun d
weha d to converse In four languages,
adherewas 110 language understood
by
allofus. However, as soon as we started
playinga Beethoven quartet, we under'Iod each other perfectly,
and [ felt
.0
"
completelyat home.
TheACMP was started by the late
LeonardA. Strauss of Indianapolis,
IndiaM,whose idea of perfect bl.iss was
to sitin with a string quartet. HIS home
sas a rendezvous of music
lovers.
Strausshelped organize the first Indianapoli,Symphony Orchestra.
Asvice president in charge of merchandisingfor a large tailoring
concern, his job required him to travel a
lot.He always took his fiddle along on
histripsjust in case. Came an idea one
nightin a hotel room. There must be
hundredsof people like himself,
who
wouldbe delighted to play with others
if theyknew where to find them. He
promptlywrote 15 letters
to music
IOl'ersof his acquaintance.
These 15
wroteto others. So the list mush.
roomed.The directory of membersissuedevery two years-gets
bulkier
everynew issue. The addition
of re·
corderplayers particularly
swelled the
I~l.Compiling it has become such a
chorefor overworked Helen Rice, who
rontributesher time gratis,
a paid
secretaryis in the offing.
In the short span of its h.istory, the
AC'IP has made notable gains. It has
rfll"edinterest in chamber music in the
U.S. As Helen Rice pointed out, with
lew exceptions, the public schools pay
scantattention 10 smaU ensemLJes. Insteadthey concentrate 011 bands and
orche:tras.Result is that when well
trainedschool musicians graduate.
they
droptheir music unless they can find a
~andor orchestra to join. Whereas,
In smallgroups, it's easier
to get togetherand just as satisfying.
And
chambermusic literature
is abundant
andContainssome of the choice works
ojgreatcomposers. ACMP is turning
t~eatlentionof schools to chamber
muSiC andis providing the opportunity
for
~oreschooltrained instrumentalists
to
eepplaying.
l:>.

Moreover,it has
:Grnposersto write
It g~lsplayed. Lists
~USIC are frequently
lIt thenews letter.

encouraged
living
music. At least,
of contemporary
sent to members

beeButrnembers
are particularly
gratified
aUsethey are giving Europeans
a

'Iude-march
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BOSTON CONSERVATORY of MUSIC

ALBERT ALPHIN, Dir.
26 FENWAY BOSTON MASS.
Courses in Applied Music, Composition
and Music Education
lead'ing to
•
Mus.B. degree.
DRAMA ond DANCE courses leading to B. F. A. degree.
faculty of 50 including member' of Bcsten Symphony Orchestra
Summer Term
Dormitories for Women. Catalo9 on request.
Fall Term
June 25·Aug. 4
Member of National AS$oc;ati(lIlof Schools of Music
Sept. 18

WHERE
RICHARD

SHALL

I GO TO STUDY?

McCLANAHAN

leader
of Piano
Matthay
exponent,
formerly
his representative.
Privo te lessons, techhic courses: available
as visit.
,n9 lectcre-recitcfut,
or critic-teacher.
Six-Day Piano Seminars
801 Stein way Bldg., IJ3 W. 57th St., N.Y.C.

HAZEL GRIGGS
Pic nisf
Beginners to Young Artists
Teacher's Workshops
522 Steinway Hall
SC 3-6085
113West 57th Street, New York 1'1,N. Y.

WILLIAM

EDWIN HUGHES

T. POLLAK

A.M., Mus. Doc.• A.A.G.O.
New York College 01 Music
Piano, Organ, Conducting, COaChing,
Choir Training, Improvisotion,
Harmony, Counterpoint, fugue,
Composition, Orchestration
Correspondence
Courses
'1 Melrosa Lane, Dougloston 63, LI., N.Y.

Summer Master Class for
Pianists and Tecchers
July 2-August II
117 East 7'1th St., New York, N. Y.
Write for information

HELEN ANDERSON
"Teacher
of Successful
Pianists"
Master's
T echnique-T
one-Interpretation
Special
Courses:
Harmony,
Improvisation
161. W. 72nd St" N. Y. C.
Tel. Sc 4-8385

Mme. Giovanna

Viola Hull (Desmond)
Leocher of singing-European
trained
"Bel Canto"
Voice culture-diction-coaching
Phone: Trafalgor 7-8230
~08 Wut End Ave_
New York City

CRYSTAL WATERS
Teacher of Singing
Populor Songs and Classics
TV.-Radio-Stage
Concert
105 East 54th St.
New York 22, N. Y.

EVANGELINE LEHMAN:

Mus.D.

Eminent Vocal Teacher
tl.7 Elmhurst Ave. Highland Pork 3, Mich.
Phone: Townsend 8-3561

0'

1455 Harvard

Blvd.
Phone: Walbridge

Toledo 14, Ohio
25'14

HARRY EULER TREIBER:Mus. D.
Voice Building
Pupil of the late Wm. L Whitne.,.
(Vonnucini Method)
Studio 509: 270 Huntington Ave., Boston, Mass.

LUCIUS DUNCAN
Vialinist

LEOPOLD WOLFSON

Lo 7·0123

Pianist. Teacher, Composer
feacher
of Aaron Copland,
Elie Siegmeister
and
many artists and teachers.
BEGINNING TO ARTISTIC FINJSH
Hotel Ansonia, B'way at 73rd St., New York City

WILLIAM

FICHANDLER

Pianist Teacher
314 West 75th St .• 'New York, 5u-7-3715
Compositions
published by G. Schirmer
and Theodore Presser.

PIANIST

AND

Concert

Pianist-Artist

PETERSON
Teacher

J7447 Casfellammare
Pacific Palisadu,
Gladstone 4·IB03

TEACHER

is accepting
a limited
numb~r
of s~rious
piano
students
in New York City. For IIlfar.
motion
write:
150 Greenway
Terrace,
Forest
Hill,
75, L. I., New Yarlc

Calif.

MAE GILBERT REESE
Pianist
Specioli"zed training for
teachers and concert artists
857 S. Rampau Blvd., Los Angeles 5, Cat,
We 4-4272

HAROLD

ROSE RAVMOND
Eminent Pionist
Exponent of Matthay principleJ
Teacher of teachers
Private
lessons
Available
for Recitals
and
lecture-Recitals
320 West 86th St.. New York City

ISABEL HUTCHESON
Refresher Course far Piano Teachers:
Modern Piano Technic: Coaching Concert Pionists:
Group Work: For further information address
Studio 202. 1005112 Elm St., Dallas, Texas

EDNA GUNNAR

ERNESTO BERUMEN
CONCERT

104 N. Mole St., Phila. 2, Pa.

HURLBUT

Has taught singers of. METROPOLITAN Opera,
Chicago On? Son. FronC:1SCOOperos, stoge, screen,
radio teleVISion, Includlllg
NADI'NE CONNER, HOWARD KEEL, Evelyn Herbert, Henry Cordy and mony others.
2150 N. Beachwood Dr.• Hollywood. Col.

24

T.1. EN 2·7586

MARY BOXALL BOYD
Pupil of leschetizk.,. ond Artvr Schnabel
•
"Pianist
ond teacher
of renown"-ETUOE
musIc
magazine
d·
St'
H II
Now teaching ot Nolo Stu las,
eNlnWOy'"~ C't
113 W. 57th St.
ewor
Iy

CECILE.JAHIEL
Concert Pianist_Teacher_Composer
lst Prize-Paris
Conservatory
Former Pupil of Cortot, Ravel
PIANO LESSONS. Beginners to ~rt!sts
Moster Classes future Concert PianistS
t8 East '15th, NeW'York 28, ENright 9-4244

HENRY O'CONNELL
Teacher
Violin & Clarinet
Caoch
FormerJya College Instructor
Advanced Pupils or Earnest Beginners
325 South Pleosant
Royal Oak, Mich.
Appointments by moil ani.,.

BAIN DAYMAN
Recognized Vocal Authority and Coach
Teaching in Ho!ly~ood since 1925-Mer.nb~r of the
Notional Assoclotlon of Teachers of Singing
1354N. Highland Ave., Hollywood, Calif. HO 5-a942

HANS

BARTH

Courses for piano teachers and pianists
held in various stotes. Send postal to
Rt. 6, Box 76W, Jacksonville 1, Florida
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CLASSIF
HARMONY, Composition,
Orchestration,
Musical Theory. Private
or Correspondence Instruction.
Manuscripts
revised
and corrected.
Music a rra ng ed s'ru ruc S.

Butler, 32·46 107
N. Y.

se.,

East Elmhurst 69,

LEARN PIANO
TUNING - Simplified,
authentic
instruction
$4.00-Literatuce
free. Prof. Ross, 456 Beecher St., Elmira,
N.Y.
'WRITE SONGS: Read
"Songwriter's
Review" Magazine,
1650-ET"Broadway.
New York 19, 25¢ copy; $2.00 year. (Est.
1941i)

SWING PlANO - BY lUAIL. 30 selfteaching
tessone
$::1. Samples.
Over 50
publications.
Phil Breton
Publications,
P.O. Box 1402, Omaha 8, Nebraska.
LEARN
PIANO
TUNING
A'r HOi\IE.
Course by Dr:. Wm. Braid White, wo rrue
leading
piano technician
and teacher.
Write Karl Bartenbach,
1001A Wells si,
Lafayette, Ind.
FllEE ltlAJL-ORDER CA'I'ALOGI Hundreds of self-instructive
books for m uetctene, from jazz to symphony.
watt.er
Stuart
Music Lnc., 421-B Chestnut
St.,
Union, N. J.
SACllIFICJNG
200 ACCORIJIONS-ALL
11i:l.NUS.Discounts
to 70,%. Free catalog.
Clavlolines or-.other musical instrument
secured.
Discount
Ho uae, 8D32 88 St.,
Woodhaven 21, New York, VI 7-0866.
BACK POI'l'LAIt
S.-I'·:ET 1'1USI(j TO
l8.30. Catalog
15¢. Classics
exchanged
for popular. Fore's, E3151 High, Denver
5, Colorado.
OLD VIOLINS AND O'l'HER INSTRUlU~N1.\S. Repairing.
suucuee.
Eaken,
310 E. Washington
St., Chambersburg.
Pa.
JOHN S. HULL, Violin Maker, 32 yean
experience.
Specializing
in fine repairing. References
furnished.
Fort Hunter,
New Yorlt.
PIANO 'j'gCUNIC
SllUPLII~lgU.
Play
popular music pror'e sslonu I style. $1.00.
Ka.aaks, 234 E. s st n St r-eet, New York
22, N. Y.
.
'rYPIANO. The Touch System of Playing the Piano. The Powell Plano Mask
blocks the sight
of the keyboard
but
permits sight or the music. Play Ilke the
artists - by the
exclusive
senses
or
touch
and
hearing.
Effectively
aids
hand independence,
ear-training,
sight
reading,
me mor-iatu g. One piano mask
with manual of instruction
and original
exercises.
sene
$2. Address
John .E.
Gantner,
1001 Churchill
Ave., Utica,
N.Y.
GROTRIAN-STEIN\VEG
PIAl~OS. internationally
acclaimed
"The wortd'e
Finest", imported from Germany. w rf te
HOLSTAD
MUSIC
HOUSE,
337 Oa.k
Grove. Minneapolis, Minn.
FREE-Amazing
new booklet "Success,
Popularity,
Happiness
From Your Piano." How to find the newest In modern
plano playing secrets.
Ernest
Weidner
System, 423 E. Seventh
St .• Boston 27,
Mass.

••

VIOLINJIAKERS,
AIUATEURS,
PROFESSIONALS. Fine tone Seasoned European Violinmakers
wood. Complete Ma·
terials, Tools, Instructions,
Patterns.
Illustrated
Catalogue
lOt. Premier Violin
Supplles.
Division
EVN,
430 South
Broadway,
Los Angeles
13. California.

I E D

A

D S

ACCORDIONS-Direct
from importersa.ve 50% and more! Free trial. Lifetime
c ua.raut ee. Trades accepted.
Free Ca tatog
Write
Accordion
Manufacturers,
Dept. 36EU, 2003 Chicago,
Chicago
22,
Illinois.
PIANO
TUNING
COURSE - Complete
setr - instruction
lessons.
Also
teaches
you
piano
regulating,
repairing
and
other
servicing
operations.
w ondertut
illustrations
.. Pu l l price, only $4.iJ5yostpaid-or
c.o.d. plus postage.
Sa.ttsractf on guara.nteed
or refund.
Nelson Company.
210 S. Clinton,
Dept.
AU-IOO,
Chicago
6, lII.
AIU1ANGEl'IENTS-rich.
full sounding'l'enor
Band Ar r an g e m e nt s , "Pops."
Standards.
Specials.
Bo b Bu l la r-d, 1118
North Sixth, Maywood,
111.
lUODI~llN HAllIlION\'.
Composition
instruction.
New, Individual.
"Per-so na l
Letter"
method.
Piano
arrangements
made.
Korber
studios,
406 St. Johns
Place, Brooklyn
38, N.Y.
msn us nu ACCOi\IPANIIUE~T
~lEC_
onvs solve singers'
acco mpa ntm en t
problems.
Also
constitute
priceless
coaching. Made to order, or L. P. Arb urns.
Esquire Records, 690 Washington
Street,
Brookline,
Mass.
HAND
HUII,DING
EXI~RCISI!:S
FOil
PIANISTS by Weldon Carter.
Teachers,
concert
pianists,
advanced
at ude n ta. A
better
technic
with
20 minutes
daily
pr-ac t ice. Send $1.00 for COpy to waenington Musical Institute.
1730 Sixteenth
Street.
N.W., Waan ing-to n, D.C.
SCIENTIFIC
SIGH'.' READING
guarantees immediate
sight reading
improvement-36
pages-$l-Morong,
Box 21,
Brooklyn
25, New Yorl<.
"\Ylll'rE-A_'I'IJNE!
Fun! Fame! Surp rfse
offer! Griscom "Opportune,"
Be rk s hir e
V. Sandy Hook. Conn.
THE
"\l-'INSE'I'T 'rnANSPOSER.
takes
the confusion
out of transposing
sheet
music from one key to another.
Saves
time. Plastic
slide rule. $4.95 postpaid.
P. Wl n s et t Co., Key 'Vest. Florida.
VIOLIN
LADEI, FACSIJlIILES-Free
booklet
of thirty-five
old labels.
Brochure
of modern Italian,
French
and
German 'Violins
and Bows.
Importers.
Suburban
Music, M. H. Brinser,
643
Stuyvesant
Avenue, Irvington,
N. J.
lUUSICAL CHART: For chord b u ild l ng,
transposing,
harmony.
composing,
arranging.
and experimenting.
Five-page
pamphlet.
Price $1 subject
to change
without
notice. Money order or certified
check
to accompany
order.
Albert
A.
Patrick,
411 Pleasant
St., Elmira,
N. Y.

higher regard for American culture. Mrs.
H. R. Ripple spent several years in
Germany, her husband having been sent
over with the American Army of occupation. ""I was urged to join the local
orchestra in Straubing,' she wrote. "I
learned afterward that people had been
very doubtful about me, not believing
that my musical background could be
anything like theirs. One man said, 'It
is amazing to find that you know the
same music we do. Surely it is very unusual for an American 19 care for chamber music.' At which point I got out
my ACMP directory and showed the
number of members listed. They were
all greatly impressed, thought it a marvelous idea, considered starling a chapter. They welcomed me to the orchestra
with a little speech and just before we
left Straubing,
an article appeared in
the newspaper
about the American
violist,"
A Iter making such a promising start
with little fanfare and publicity. ACMP
gives promise of growing to sizable proportions. And what with 29 million people in the U.S. now playing or Jearning
10 play musical
instruments, it would
seem that the musical amateur is back
in this co.untry and raring to go.
"The word 'amateur,'"
said G. K.
Chesterton, "has become by the thousand oddities of language to convey the
idea of tepidity; whereas the word itself
has the meaning of passion. Nor is this
peculiar-ity confined to the mere form
of the word; the actual characteristic
of these nameless dilettanti is a genuine
fire and reality. A man must love a
thing very much if he not only practices it without any hope of fame or
money, but even practices it without
any hope of doing it well. Such a man
must Jove the toils of the work more
than any other man can love the rewards of it,"
Which just about sums up the Amateur Chamber Music Players.
THE END

THE

BOOKSHELF

.Continued
FOR REN'I'-Studio
and/or
livin g- qua rters-LANZA
SCHOOL of DANCE
MUSIC and ART, 1931 Flatbush
Ave. '(Cor.
ner Kings Highway). ES-2536, NA8-0878.
Reasonable,
excellent
location.
IN'J'ERESTED
IN contacting
possessor
of spare records of Kathryn
Grayson's
songs
before "Grounds
for Marriage."
P. O. Box 302, Emporia,
Kansas.
CHOPli\T-YOVNG
POLISH
GENIUS by
Wynn Hammer. Plano students
find this
attractive
book a must.
Music
critics
agree
this
book is marvelous.
Send
money order $2.50 Immediate
shipment.
Arpeggio
Pr,:ss Publications.
P. O. Box
437. Radio City Station.
New York 19
N. Y.
'
60 lUINUTE ORGAN COURSE. Learn to
play the organ. Instantly.
Send $1.25 to
MooFJ!lan M,US1CCo., 2913 7th Street
MerIdIan,
MISS.
'

represents not poverty but its opposite.
It is unlikely that one person can do
many things supremely well, unless he
is a Mozart. A man may play Schonberg creditably
and Mozart well also.
He may fall flat on his face in late
Beethoven.
A singer who can bandle
"Vissi D'Arte"
can make a little fool
out of herself in "Bella mia fiamma."
For reasons such as these musicologists
should be careful
about making I€.marks on sensitive subjects. Someonea pianist or critic-may
start a cam·
paign to eliminate
all musicological
interpretations
of Mozart save his own.
Oxford University
Press.
$7.00.
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four
little
hands
Duetsare fun; and fun creates interest
andexercise is excitement.

1956
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and stirs enthusiasm.

With duets, practice is play

Duetsare delightful. Teachers especially delight in the way duets develop rhythm and pave the
wayfor success in accompaniment and ensemble playing.
For recitals, for special holiday festivities, duets double the fun. In addition, they allow
morechildren to take part in the performance.
This year, at your springtime recital, try one of
thesewell-known collections of duets. At music dealers everywhere.

flYORIlE HYMNS for Piano Duet

Ada Richter

24 church and Sunday School favorites
arranged
for
gradesn~
and 2. As is true with Ada Richter's
other
du~~books, most selections
are for players
of equal
ability.Some, however, feature one part more difficult
thanthe other. This book may also be used as an ac~ompanimentfor singing.
Includes "Abide with Me,"
HIJ!Y,. Holy, Holy!", "Lead, Kindly Light," "Onward
Chrlstwn Soldiers" and "Rock of Ages." .85

ImI BY SIDE

from Page 6)

elude-march

one
big
•
plano

Ella Ketterer

~t~ractivelytitled and illustrated,
10 peppy numbers
!',hghtb?ys and girls in first and second year~ of study.
elodyhne m "Primo" in some, "Secunda"
mothers.
PElykeys up to two flats and two sharps are employed.
p unce of the Little Wooden Shoes" "Here Comes the
rade and "Little Spanish Danc~" are a few of the
ba.nght"numbers.
_ .85

I~ARETHE FUN

Ella Ketterer

A duetbookfor very young beginners.
Ideal for recital
Sseby boys or girls in grades 1 to Ph. Primo and
i €jUddoparts share equally in the music.
Ten themes
nc U e Indians, O'ingerbread
drums
ponies,
pirates,
merry
eo'
"
•
s
-go-round-to mention but a few of the subjects
o Popular with seven year olders. _ .85

THEODORE PRESSER
Bryn Mawr,

COMPANY

Pennsylvania

PLAYING TOGETHER
A compilation
of 20 well-balanced,
m.elodic duets suitable for recital use in grades 1 and 2. Popular pieces
like "Bicycle Gallop," "Ding Dong Bell," "In Happy
Play," "The Lion," "Little Indian Chief" are some of
the numbers included for boys and girls. - $1.00

VERY FIRST DUET BOOK
27 first and second grade duets with lively melodies and
interesting
rhythms.
From waltz to galop and military
march
here are 70 pages of enjoyable pieces arranged
for fo~r hands. Tunes include "Learning to Waltz,"
"March Around the May Pole," "Patrol March" and
"Tarantella."
- .85

YOUR FAVORITE DUETS

Arr. by G. W. Anthony
For players
of equal ability who like to share their
piano enjoyment.
this colleet~on of a dozen favor~tes
provides hours of pleasure.
WIth an eye toward varIety
as well as popularity,
Mr. Anthony selected works as
different in mood and tempo as "Dancing Puppets" and
"Commencement
Day." - $1.25

PARTNERS AT THE KEYBOARD

Ella Ketterer
10 tasty titles for grades Ph~2. "The Grandfather's
Clock," "Little Tango," "TJ:,e Conqw~ro,,:," and ."Winter
Time" are a few of the pIcturesque.
lively pleces for
keyboard partners. - .75

LET'S PLAY DUETS

Samh

Louise

DiUenhav.,·

12 bright
sketches d~signed
~O!tw~ children o~ ~he
same g't'ade. Emphaslzes
muslclans~lp
an~ creatiVIty.
A.. favorite
with teachers
and duetIsts alike. Graded
progressively
1 to 2. .75

"

Bob )I~.es University rna
' any miles from you.. h
but you won't find an ins
e Bob Jones Oliive'
any
closer than BOB JONES UNtVHS'ITY, because the
a's Most
Unusual University"
is
nly one of its kind.
Its students come from every state and from countries on all SIX
continents.
These students travel a total of 5,000,000
miles a year
in order to share in the benefits of Bob Jones University training.
The

''tv'~I11tXJi"~~''

stands without apology for the'old.time
religion"and the absolute authority of the Bible.

BOB JONES UNIVERSITY

",

•II

GREENVILLE, SOUTH CAROLINA

Write

for listing of fine quality

films produced
University
®

showing

and

in your

at

Bob

available

city.

Jones
for

Music, speech, and art u:ithQul additional

cosr

above regular academic

and

seventh: and eighth

till/ion.

grades

Summer Session -

Academy

in connection.
June 4 - July 7

